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BY 
JAKET E. HAY, E . S c . 
3ubr : : i t te i to t'.-e ' J n i v e r s i t y of 
Tasmania, Departn-.en t of Joolor .y , 
1977, as p5.rt;i:-l f u l f i l : . c n t t o v e r J s 
the de: , rec of Eo.ci.elor of ::cir,r.c(: 
w i t h h o n o r s . 
ABST;iAC;i' 
r i v e strean,:^, i o r e l l Crec'/:, lev/ i 'c.n . . i v u l e t , l o b r r t 
R i v u l e t , Brov/ns R ive r and T o r t h . 'est Fay Rivei ' , which f l c v 
do.vn i t . , / e l l in , ; : ton , were s t u d i e J . 
P h y s i c a l and cher;,ical p r o p e r t i e s of the w a t e r v/ere 
measured and factoT^s l i k e l y to a f f e c t t he d i s t i n c t i o n of the 
f auna v/ere d e s c r i b e d . 
Tlie i n v e r t e b r a t e fpuna v/as s a n p l e d s e a s o n a l l v a t t l i r ee 
s i t e s on each s t r e a i n . 
The effects of disturbances, including pollution, on the 
strean. fauna were studied. 
The main features of the fauna ara its uniqueness to 
Tasmania, its susceptibility to destruction by di.stui'bance of 
the environment, and the presence of a distinct Viigh altitu'ie 
fauna. 
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CHAPTER 1 ; IIITRODUGTION 
In contrast to the mainland of Australia, v/hic'n is the m.ost 
arid of the-world's inhabited continents, containing only som.e 
400 rivers, Tasm.ania has an abundance of freshwater systems 
throughout its area. The lack of study of lotic environm^ents, 
noted by Bayly and Williaff.s (1975), on the mainland may be 
explained in part by this lack of runninr water, but the almost 
complete absence of such studies in Tasmania is surprising. 
Survey v/ork in Australia, such as the Tasmanian Biological 
Survey, has involved the listing of animals as -^  prelude to an 
investigation of the distribution of animals, the relation 
between plant and animal coramiUnities and the influence of t}:e 
environm-snt on the fauna (Hickman, 193B). Few studies of this 
kind have been published in .'.ustralia, and those which have, such 
as those by Jolly and Chapman (1966) and V/alker et al. (1976) 
have concentrated on larger lowland streams. Similarily, 
although lotic environments have been better studied in New 
Zealand, studies such as those of Allen (1951) and Stout (1969) 
are confined to lar-er and generally lo-.v altitude rivers. 
In fact, this seems to have been the trend throughout the 
world, where although a large number of surveys on stream fauna 
have been carried out, such as the vast descriptive European 
literature, only a fev, such as those by Hynes (196I), r.'.orgr.n 
and Egglishaw (1965), '.Voodall and V.allace (1972) and Arnold and 
Kacan (1973) have studied small, torrential mountain strea-c. 
ABST'-lACr 
Five streair.s, Sorell Cree'^ ., r.ew Tcv.n llivulet, I obart 
Rivulet, Brov/ns River and North Vest T-ay River, which flcv 
down It, V/ellington, were studied. 
Physical and chemical properties of the water were 
measured and factors likely to affect the distinction of the 
fauna were described. 
The invertebrate f^nna v/os sam.pled seasonallv at three 
sites on each stream. 
The effects of disturbances, including pollution, on the 
stream fauna were studied. 
The main features of the fauna are its uniqueness to 
Tasmania, its susceptibility to destruction by disturbance of 
the envirorjnent, and the presence of a distinct high altitude 
fauna. 
CHAPTER 1 ; INTRODUCTION 
In contrast to the mainland of Australia, whicii is the most 
arid of tha^world's inhabited continents, containing only some 
400 rivers, Tasm.ania has an abundance of freshwater systems 
throughout its area. The lack of study of lotic environments, 
noted by Bayly and Williams (1975), on the mainland may be 
explained in part by this lack of running water, but the almost 
complete absence of such studies in Tasm.ania is ourprising. 
Survey work in Australia, such as the Tasmanian Biological 
Survey, has involved the listing of animals as a prelude to an 
investigation of the distribution of animials, the relation 
between plant and animal com.munitles and the influence of t}:e 
environm--nt on the fauna (Kickm.an, 1938). Pew studies of this 
kind have been published in Australia, and those which have, such 
as those by Jolly and Chapman (1966) and '.Valker et al. (1976) 
have concentrated on larger lowland streams. Sim.ilarily, 
although lotic environments have been better studied in New 
Zealand, studies such as those of Allen (1951) and Stout (1969) 
are confined to larger and generally lo.v altitude rivers. 
In fact, this seem.s to have been t\ie trend throughout the 
world, where although a large number of surveys on stream fauna 
have been carried out, such as the vast descriptive 3uropean 
literature, only a fev, such as those by Hynes (196I), r.crgan 
and Egglishav/ (1S55), '.Voodall a:id '.Vallace (1972) and Arnold and 
Kacan (1973) have studied sm.all, torrential m.ountain strea^ -^c. 
'This may be due to the difficulties encountered sampling such 
streams (see Chapter 4, ) ar.d also their accessibility in many 
places. These studies show that mountain streams hj'e character-
ized by a fauna dominated by Plecoptera larva.e and other insects 
adapted to fast current speeds and low temperatures, 
Tasmania is a mountainous state (Davies, 1965) in contrast 
to the mainland, where mountain areas are alm,ost entirely 
confined to the Snowy r.ountain region in New South Wales. Tlie 
mountains of the central and eastern part of Tasmania are capped 
by dolerite and I.lt. '.Vellington is typical of these mountain areas 
which are drained by large numbers of small streams. 
Despite this predominance of small mountain streams in 
Tasmania, no survey of the fauna has been published. Fresh-
water studied have been limited to larger lowland rivers such as 
the Coal and Jordan Rivers (Bennison, 1975 and Sloane, 1976) in 
relation to fish and fish feeding or in relation to m.etal pollution 
(Thorpe and Lake 1973) in the South Esk River. 
Ihe water chei^ iistry has been more v/idely studied (.Villiar-.s 
1964, Tyler 1973 , Buckney and Tyler, 1973) although r.uch of 
this v.-ork has been confined to lentic v/aters. The ?/ater 
chemistry of I.'t, .Vellington streams has not been studied, alt'ioug'-
the characteristics of water draining off dolerite are known 
(".Villiams, 1964). 
Although the invertebrate fauna of tenperate running v/nters « 
displays considerable uriiormiity throughout the world (Hynes, 1970), 
the Tasmanian fresh-wator fauna has many unique elements such 
as the presence of the syncarid Anaspidcs tasmaniae. Bayly and 
Williams (1975) notes that regional faunistic features are 
particularly obvious in Australia and Nev/ Zealand because of 
a long p-3riod of isoD.aticn by marine barriers and Tasmania is 
furthest from colonization sources. I^ eboisR (1977) suggests that 
the high degree of endemicity in Tasmanian waters results from its 
separation from the mainland, and because of past and present 
differences in cliniate between the mainland of Australia and 
Tasm.ania, He found that IV/i of the Trichoptera were endecic, 
compared with 82f^ ' of Plecoptera (Hynes, 1976). 
Although Darwin visited Tasmania in 1835 and clim.bed 
lit. Wellington, he was not impressed by the scenery and did not 
take much notice of the fauna, Thomson (1893), on the other hand 
found the Tasmianian fresh-v/ater m.ountain fauna extremely inter-
esting and suggested future studies should follow. He was the 
first to discover Anasrides tasm?niae in pools on top of I.lt, 
'.Vellington, and he also collected one specimen of a phreatoicid 
isopod an:l several gammarid amphipods. 
Smith (1909), on a visit from Oxford, noted that Tasmania 
was a particularly favourable place for studyinr; Australian 
fresh-water fauna, as the highlands are covered with numerous 
large lal:es and tarns and the country is ever:r.vhere drained by 
large rivers and streaT.s. 
In 1937, the Tasmanian Biological 3urvey was established 
to look at the fauna, flora and geology. Ho/zever, altr.ough 
studies have been carried out on individual groups of laST.anian 
fresh-water fauna (e.g. Clark, 1939 on the Parastacid-e; Nicholls 
1943, 1944 1949 on the Phreatoicoidea; Hynes, 1976 on the 
Plecoptera and Neboiss, 1977 on the Trichoptera), no survey of 
Tasmanian fresh-water mountain faizna has been published. 
This is puzzling because I.'it. V/ellington is close to the city 
and many other aspects of its environment, such as the vegetation 
(Llartin, 1938, Ratkowsky and Ratkowsky, 1976) and the birds 
(Ratkowsky and Ratkowsky, 1977) have been studied in detail. 
A possible reason for the lack of such a study is the fact that 
until some of these more recent works, little was known about 
the taxonomy of some of the major insect groups, especially the 
Trichoptera. In fact, a great deal of work still needs to be 
done on individual groups. Such as the Ephemeroptera, Coleptera 
Diptera and the Oligochaeta. 
Because of their proximity to Hobart, the streams which 
flow down from I-'.t. .Vellington are affected 'ry disturbances 
to the environment caused by man. The most obvious of those are 
the effects of clearance of the land for urban and agricultural 
use. Of the five streams which v/ere chosen for this study, two 
(New Town Rivulet and Hobart Rivulet) flow throu-h the city, the 
other three (Sorell Creek, Browns River and R'orth Vest Day River; 
flow through rural and semi-rural areas. Cn +^ he urban cree::s, 
there is a milk f-^ ctory situated on New Town Rivulet and a 
brewery on Kobart Rivulet. Other disturbances include the 
building of small dans on Browns River and Rorth Vest ;-ay River 
for the abstraction of v/ater for the city supply. 
Hjrnes (1970) and Bayly and V/illiams (1975) review the effect 
of m.an on running v/aters, v/hile the specific topic of pollution 
is dealt with by Hynes (I963) and Klein (I96B), However, as in 
all work on lotic environments, most of this v/ork has dealt with 
the effects of man on larger rivers, since the fauna of small 
mountain streams differs from that of larger lowland riverv, 
so might the effects of disturbances in general and pollution 
in particular, be expected to differ. 
Surveys provide basic data for fviture studies, including 
the effects of disturbances on the environment. They are, 
therefore, useful in the planning of future use of an area. At 
present there is a greater awareness of the value of the natural 
environraent for asthetic and recreational purposes and this has 
resulted in an attempt to reintroduce natural conditions along 
the banks of the city streairs. A study of Humphrey Rivulet by 
Russel and Clark (1977) proposed the formation of a linear 
park based on the stream and plans were announced recently 
(Saturday Evening Llercury, 12-11-77) by the Deputy lord Mayor, 
Kr. Broadby, to build a park com.prising natural bush, picnic 
areas etc. along the banks of the Hobart Rivulet from the cit-
to the base of r,:t. .Vellington. The fauna of the streaT' is both 
an integral part of such a park and an indicator' of the 
quality of the stream water. The results of this survey vfill be 
useful ±0 the managers of these park reserves. 
Knowledge of the effects of disturbances on the rv.t. 
Wellington streams may be useful in the identification and 
prevention of deleterious effects on the environment in other 
similar m.ountain areas of Tasmania. This knowledge can also be 
used in the planning of further development in the area, for 
example, the planning of tourist facilities within the lit, 
nYellington area. 
CHAPTER 2: THE AREA 
GENERAL DSSCRIPTION 
The r.t, Wellington area, approximately latitude 42 54' 
and longitude 147 17', has been described by l^artin (1939). 
It consists of a plateau capped by a Jurassic dolerite sill 
about 43Bm thick overlying Triassic sandstones about 244m 
deep resting on an Upper Permian base. It is separated 
from the Mt, Humboldt mass by the valley of Russell Falls 
which is in turn separated from the Central Plateau by the 
valley of the Florentine and Derv/ent Rivers. 
The area is the eastern and almost square end of a 
32km, east-west range. The eastern face rises fairly evenly 
with increasing gradient. The svimrr.it plateau is almost flat, 
sloping gradually to the western face. There is then a 
sudden drop to a flat swampy plain. The northern and eastern 
sides of the range are drained by small creeks, v/hile the 
whole of the top plateau drains into the sv/amps and thence 
into the North V/ost Bay River, 
The soils can be divided into two groups; high moor and 
skeletal soils of the plateau and upper slopes and pcdsols 
below 76?m, 
CLTj-ATE 
Rainfall 
Average m.ont};ly ar.d annual rainfall readir'-^ s for several 
stations in the area a^ given by I.'artin, are shown in Table la. 
8 
Rainfall decreases rapidly away from the miountain and this is 
almost independent of altitude. The seasonal variation in m.onthly 
rainfall is not pronounced, however, there is a marked fluctuation 
at irregular intervals and droughts do occur. Rain is gentle 
and on 705i of days rain amounts to less than 3.81mm and heavy 
falls are rare. Approximately 50^ of the rainfall results from 
southern Ocean depressions. Local variations are considerable. 
In addition to rain, the mountain above 396m is often mist-
covered as a result of dry winds from the Tasman Sea, 
Temperature, 
Average maximium and minimum monthly temperature readings 
as given by Kartin are shown in Table lb. 
Wind. 
Wind action is considerable especially on the plateau. 
Snow, 
Snow may fall in any month, but generally only lies for 
more than a few days at higher altitudes and in the winter months. 
Exposure, 
Maximum sunlight and evaporation occurs on the top and west 
sides of the summit and north-west sides of the range. The south 
face receives little direct sunlight except in summer and much 
of the other faces is in the shade for a large portion of the 
day. 
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Figure 1, Map of the area showing the relative 
positions of the drainage basins of 
Sorell Creek, New Town Rivulet, Hobart 
Rivulet, Browns River and North West 
Bay River with respect to Mt. Wellington 
and the position of sampling sites on 
these streams. 
• • • Urban areas. 
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THE FrRRA"'3. 
As mentioned above, several small streams drain the eastern 
side of the range, I chose to study three of t}ie larger cf these 
streams; New Town Rivulet, Kobart Rivulet, and Browns River, I 
also studied Tlorth Vest Bay River which drains from the top of the 
plateau and flov/s south, and Sorell Creek v/hich flo/vs north from 
Collins Cap, These are tlie main streams draining V.t. 'Vellington 
(with the exception of I»:ountain River v/hich drains to the south-west.) 
They cover a wide range of aspects. This can be seen from Figure 1, 
which is a map of the area showing the drainage system.s of these 
streams. The streams also flow through a variety of different land 
uses, ranging from natural vegetation in the higher reaches to 
urban ari rural lan-3 use in the lower reaches. Figure 2 is a 
diagram of the profiles of the streams, showing the differences 
between their lengths and gradients. Rorth '.Vest Bay River and 
Sorell Creek are longer streams with an initial steep part then 
a long gradual gradient. The other three streams are much shorter 
with a greater overall gradient, 
Sorell Creek, 
2 
Sorell Creek has an approximate catchment area of 78km , It is 
fed by a large number of tributaries. It rises as T^ yrtle Forest 
Creek at an elevation of 1000m on Collins Cap. The vegetation 
at this stage is m^ ixed forest (Jackson 1965). It flov/s north for 
a short distance, then east through wet sclerophyll forest (Jackson, 
1965), then north again through dry sclerophyll (Jackson 1965), to 
enter the Der.vent River near Boyer. At several places the surround-
ing area has been clea,red for farming, e3pecially further downstream. 
The streem flows through tv/o small towns; Collinsvale BTA 
Kolesworth. 
Mew To'.vn Rivulet. 
New Town Rivulet has an approximate catchment area of 13km'^ . 
It has only a small number of tributaries compared with Sorell 
Creek, It rises on the eastern slope of Mt. V/ellington at 1000m 
where the vegetation is open woodland, consisti.ng of scattered 
stunted eucalypts with heath plants such as Richea spp.. Fimelea 
spp,, Qrites spp., and Drimys lanceolata. It descends steeply 
do7m the face of the mountain through v/et sclerophyll, then 
more gradually as it enters the urban area. It then flows 
parallel to Lenah Valley road through increasingly urbp.nised 
areas and past light industry, the most prominent being Bakers 
Kilk Factory. At several places parks and barbeoue sites have 
been constructed alongside the stream. 
Hobart Rivulet. 
Hobart Rivulet has a catchment area of 19km' with few 
tributaries. It has its source at elevation 600m on the eastern 
slope of the mountain, where the vegetation is *vet sclerophyll. 
It descends rapidly then flews through increasingly urbanised 
areas and finally disappears in culvets beneath the city. It 
also passe? Cascade Brewery v/here it is joined by a tributary; 
Guy Pawkes Rivulet. 
Browns River. 
2 
Browns i-.iver has a catchment area of rppro.xiTately 11.1km 
i: 
and has many tributaries. It has its source at elevation 620m 
and descends rapidly to Silver Springs where water is piped 
off for the city water supply. It flows through the Hobart 
City Council Reserve to Pern Tree then south-east through a 
steep sided valley of wet sclerophyll. The vegetation then 
changes to dry sclerophyll and some of the surrounding area 
has been cleared for agriculture and settlement. It enters 
the Derwent at Kingston after receiving primary treated sewage, 
North VJest Bay River, 
2 
North West Bay River has a catchment area of 101km and 
is fed by a large number of tributaries. It rises at elevation 
1150m from a series of pools. It descends rapidly to '.Vellinton 
Palls, then flows in a south-easterly direction through a 
heavily wooded steep-sided valley. Below the falls, water is 
piped off for the city water supply. Near Longley the 
surrounding area is cleared for agriculture which is the 
main land use for the rest of its course to Margate where 
it enters the River Derwent, 
CHOICE OF SITES 
Several authors for examples Allen (1951), Carpenter (1927), 
percival and V/hitehead (1929, 1930) and Hynes (1961), have 
observed a change in the composition of stream fauna with 
altitude. Some of the most important work on the subject is 
by lilies (1964; lilies and Botosaneanu,1963), who proposed a 
universal series of zones in running water. These zones are: 
Eucrenon, the spring region; Hypocrenon, the sprin.r brook; 
Rhithron, where the moan monthly temperature rises to 20 C, 
12 
flow rate is fast, and the bed is composed of rocks stones or 
gravel; and Potamon, where the mean monthly temperature rises 
to over 20 C, flow is slower, and the bed is mainly sand and 
Eud, In stony streams and small rivers the rhithron can often 
be further divided into epi-, meta-, and hyporhithron. 
Because of the probable existance of similar altitudinal 
zonation in the streams studied, three sites were chosen on 
each stream; one close to the source, one approximately midway 
dov/nstream, and one further downstream.. The choice of sites 
was modified by their accessibility. 
The position of the sites is shown on the map (Figure 1,), 
Altitudes and gradients at the sites are shown on the profiles 
in Figure 2, Plates 1-14 give an indication of the vegetation 
type, stream size, and the type of flow at each site, 
Sorell Creek 
Site la. This site is at an altitude of 80Cgi in the Llyrtle 
Forest, The vegetation is mixed forest with many ferns. It 
overhangs the stream so that little direct sunlight reaches 
the stream, which is quite narrow at this point, average width 
being 60cm, 'Tlie substrate consists of cobbles and boulders 
(Cum.mins 1362, refer chapter 3) up to 30cm diameter with smaller 
material in between. It is clear of algae and moss. 
Site lb. This site is at an altitude of 380m, The 
vegetation is dry sclerophyll and as the stream is much v.ider 
13 
here than at site la, (approximately 2m), it is only shaded 
near the banks. The substrate is similar to that of site la, 
but a brown alga grows on tlie rocks. 
Site 1c. This site is at an altitude of 95m at T'olesworth, 
a farming are^ .% It ir near hop fields and the riparian vegetation 
contains a number of exotic plants including v.-illows. At this 
stage the stream is approximately 2,5m wide and is only shaded 
near the banks, Tlie substrate consists of cobbles and boulders 
which are covered v/ith a growth of brown alga, this being 
quite prolific in the summer. 
Hew Town Ri'.'-'jlet 
Site 2a. This site is at an altitude of 1000m. The 
vegetation consists of stunted eucalypts and heath plants as 
described above. The stream consists of a number of small 
channels about 30cm wide. The substrate is mainly clay with 
small cobbles up to 10cm diameter and highly irregular in shape. 
Site 2b. This site is at 210m at the bottom of a steep 
gradient. The vegetation is dry sclerophyll. The strca':" is 
approximately 150cm wide and direct sunlight reaches only the 
middle part. The substrate consists of cobbles and boulders 
of up to 30cm in diameter and these are covered with sm.all 
amounts of green algae. 
Site 2c, This site is at an altitude of 30m. The riparian 
vegetation conaists mainly of willows which overhang the strc-a~ 
14 
and allov/ little direct sunlight to reach the surface. The 
surrounding land is uiban and the site is approximately 1.2bm 
below Bakers Milk factory. The stream is about 120cm wide, 
the substrate consists of cobble and boulders covered with 
large amounts of brown algae which traps some fine sedim.ents. 
Hobart Rivulet 
Site 3a. This site is in thick v/et sclerophyll forest 
at 300m, The stream has an average width of 1,5m and 
overhanging vegetation shades most of the stream. The sub-
strate is extremely variable, ranging from large boulders to 
coarse gravel. 
Site 3b, This site is at altitude 150m and is situated 
just above Cascade Brewery, The vegetation which was originally 
wet sclerophyll, was burned during the year, and one bank of 
the stream below this site was cleared and sown with grass at 
the same time. This site, which is on Guy Fav/kes Rivulet, 
is more open than site 3a, the width being similar. The 
substratum ranges from bedrock to coarse gravel. 
Site 3c, This site is 1.51<m below Cascade Brewery at an 
altitude of 60m and in a totally urban area. The riparian 
vegetation consists of v/illows and other exotic plants. The 
width is about 4ra, The substrate consists of cobbles and 
boulders up to 30cm diameter v/hich are covered with large 
amounts of brown alga v.'hich traps the finer sediri.ents. 
Plate I. Site la, Sorell Creek. 
Plate 2. Site lb, Sorell Creek, 
Plate 3. Site Ic, Sorell Creek. 
>4H 
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Plate 4. Site 2a, New Tovm Rivulet, 
Plate 5. Site 2b, New Town Rivulet, 
Plate 6. Site 2c, New Town Rivulet 
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Plate 7. Site 3a, Hobart Rivulet, 
Plate 8. Site 3b, Hobart Rivulet. 
Plate 9. Site 3c, Hobart rivulet. 
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Plate 10. Site 4a, Browns River. 
Plate 11. Site 4b, Browns River. 
Plate 12. Site 4c, Browns River. 
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Plate 13. Site 5b, North West Bay River 
Plate 14. Site 5c. North West Bay River 
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iRrowns River 
Site 4a, This site is located below Silver Fal.-.s in wet 
sclerophyll at altitude 450m. Water is piped away for the city 
water supply at the falls. The stream is approximately 120cm 
wide at this site and the substrate consists of cobbles and 
boulders up to 30cm, 
Site 4b. This site is at altitude 140m, The vegetation 
is dry sclerophyll, although some of the surrounding area has 
been cleared for agriculture. At this point the stream is 
approximately 2m wide so the centre of the stream receives direct 
sunlight. The substrate is variable, ranging from coarse gravel 
to large boul-ders covered with small amounts of algae. 
Site 4c, Located near Kingston, this site is at altitude 
40m. The vegetation is dry sclerophyll with some willows but 
some of the surrounding area is cleared. The vegetation provides 
almost complete shade to the stream which is about 120cm wide 
at this site. The substrate is similar to that of the above 
site but the algae is more abundant. 
North V.'est Bay River 
Site 5a. This site is at Wellington Falls, the top of the 
falls being at altitude 800m, In this area the vegetation 
consists of a thick forest of wet sclerophyll. Even at this 
altitude the stream is approximately 2,5m wide, allowing direct 
sunlight to reach a large proportion of the stream. The subr:trate 
16 
consists of cobbles and boulders up to 60cm diam.eter. Not far 
below this site, water is abstracted for the city water supply. 
Site 5b, This site is located at Longley at altitude 190m 
in a farming area. Vegetation along the banks is dry sclerophyll. 
The stream is about 3m wide at this stage, but as the stream 
bed is much wider due to past flooding and greater flow prior 
to abstraction of water for city supply, it receives little 
ehade from the vegetation. The substrate consists of smooth 
rounded stones of average diameter 15cm, These were covered 
with small amounts of green algae. 
Site 5c. This site is located at tiargate, almost at sea-
level. Most of the vegetation has been cleared and only 
scattered willows, acacias and eucalypts overhang the stream,, 
providing little shade. At this site the stream is approximately 
3,5m wid3. The substrate is similar to that at site 5b, 
however it is covered by large amounts of brown algae which 
traps some finer sediments. 
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CHAPTER 3t FACTORS CONTROLTING ?AU2>AL DISTniBUTICII 
IIITRODUCTIOII; 
Kany factors control the distribution of aquatic 
macro-invertebrates. Hynes (1970) considers current speed, 
temperature, substratum and dissoved substances to be the 
most important, while he considers liability to droughts 
and floods, food, competition between species, shade and 
zoogeography to be of lesser importance. There may be a 
considerable degree of correlation between these factors, 
for exam^ ple between current speed and substratum type, so 
that it is frequently difficult to distinguish precisely the 
effect of one from that of others. 
Current speed 
Arnold and Macan (1973) cite examples of animals 
(e,g. Rhithrofcena, Rhyacoghila and Baetis) that require a 
certain current speed to satisfy oxygen requirements, 
Edington (1965) has shown that some aquatic invertebrates 
such as the net-spinning Trichoptera require a certain 
current speed for feeding. Thus some animals are limited 
by a minimum current speed. It is obvious that invertebrates 
without morphological adaptions for postion-hclding would 
be sv/ept eway by high current speeds. Hov/ever, as Arnold 
and Kacan (1973) point out, most invertebrates in fast 
streams live imder stones away from the direct current, 
Hynes (1970) describes several methods for measuring 
18 
current speed. Initially measurement was attempted by tim.ing 
a floating orange over a certain distance, Unfortvnately 
ipany of the sites have boulders in the substrate aiid these 
obstructed the path of the floating orange, thus preventing 
an accurate result being obtained. Also in the high 
altitude sites, the depth of water was not great enough 
for this method. 
One of the most straight forward methods is by the use 
of a current meter, Mr V/illiaraS of the Rivers and '.Vater 
Supply Commission suggested that the flow at all the sites 
was far too variable for meaningful results to be obtained 
using a current meter. Also as the meter works on the 
principle of a rotating propeller, it requires a minimum 
depth. Most of the higher altitude sites are too shallow 
for the use of such a meter. 
Allen (1951) suggests that type of flow may be more 
useful than actual current speed. He uses the following 
flow types: 
Broken - waves ^ ^ depth 
Turbulent - small waves, distortion of vision 
Smooth - clear vision 
Cascade - irregular flow among large protruding 
stones in sections of steep gradient. 
These were used to describe the flow at the sites. 
He also describes water types as follows: 
Table 3. Flow and water types at each site 
using the classifications of 
Allen, 1951. 
Site 
la 
lb 
Ic 
2a 
2b 
2c 
3a 
3b 
3c 
4a 
4b 
4c 
5a 
5b 
5c 
Flow type 
Cascade 
Turbulent 
Broken 
Cascade 
Turbulent 
Broken 
Cascade 
Turbulent 
Broken 
Cascade 
Turbulent 
Broken 
Cascade 
Turbulent 
Broken 
Pools 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
Riffles 
+ 
+ 
-
+ 
+ 
-
+ 
+ 
-
+ 
+ 
«» 
+ 
+ 
•• 
Runs 
-
•i 
+ 
-
Wm 
+ 
-
Ite 
+ 
^ 
*• 
+ 
-
^ 
+ 
Ui 
Pools - considerable depth for size of stream 
Flats - less depth than pools and flow smooth 
Runs - turbulent flow, velocity moderate to rapid 
Stickles - broken, rapid flow 
Cascades - steep, irregular flow 
These were defined using a combination of depth, velocity 
and flow type. 
Thus for 
Stickles 
Run 
Flat 
Pools 
Current > 1,24 ft/sec 
Depth < 0,75 ft 
Current > 1,24ft/sec 
Depth > 0.74 ft 
Current < 1,13 ft/sec 
Depth < 1,50 ft 
Current < 1,25 ft/sec 
Depth > 1.50 ft. 
At all sites the current speed was variable but was 
classified as rapid (at least 50cm/sec) by the nature of 
the substrate (Hynes, 1970). Table 3. gives the flow types 
and water types according to Allen's (1951) classification. 
_Sub stratum 
Current speed has an important effect on the substratum, 
v/hich has been shown to affect the distribution of stream 
macro-invertebrates (Cummins and Lauff, I969), Hynes, (1970) 
gives a table showing the speed of current at which particles 
of different sizes are removed from the stream bed, Cumm.ins, 
Classification 
Boulder 
Cobble 
Pebble 
Gravel 
V. coarse sand 
Coarse sand 
>fedium sand 
Fine sand 
V. fine sand 
Silt 
Clay 
Particle size range 
256 
64 - 256 
16 - 64 
2 - 16 
1 
0.5 
0.25 
0.125 
0.063 
0.0039 
0.0039 
(mm) 
Table 4. Substrate particle size terminology and categories, 
Cummins, 1962. 
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(1962) has given a classification of substrates based on 
particle size (Table 4.) aid this was used in Chapter 2, 
where the substratum of each site was described. 
Temperature 
Temperature controls the distribution of stream 
invertebrates in several ways, Somje require a certain 
temperature range to breed and develop, Arnold and Kacan 
(1973) cite the planarian Crenobia alpina which does not 
breed in water warmer than 12 C, They also suggest that 
competition restricts the distribution of some animals 
to lower temperatures. 
Temperature readings were taken at each site at the 
same time as the fauna v/as sampled using a mercury in 
glass thermometer. Continuous readings are desirable 
to give a true picture of stream temperature but due to 
large number of sites and the time necessary to visit 
each of these sites, it was not considered worthwhile to 
make more frequent temperature recordings. Several authors, 
including Hynes, (19^2) and Jolly and Chapman (1964), 
foxmd significant temperature trends using only isolated 
temperature readings. 
Seasonal temperature readings at each site are given 
in Table 5. These show a narked increase in temperature 
downstream in siommer. Tliis trend is less in autumn and 
spring and there is no real difference between the sites 
Table 5. Water temperature readings at each site at the 
time of sampling the fauna. The fauna was not sampled 
at sites 4c and 5a in summer and autumn and 5a in 
spring, so temperature recordings are absent for 
these. The temperature was not recorded at site 4a 
in winter. 
SITE 
la 
lb 
Ic 
2a 
2b 
2c 
3a 
3b 
3c 
4a 
4b 
4c 
5a 
5b 
5c 
SUMMER 
10.5 
11.5 
17.5 
8.0 
17.5 
16.5 
14.0 
17.0 
16.5 
11.5 
17.0 
— 
— 
15.0 
20.5 
AUTUMN 
4.2 
6.5 
7.0 
6.5 
8.5 
10.0 
8.0 
7.5 
8.0 
7.0 
8.0 
-
— 
9,0 
8.5 
WINTER 
5.0 
6.0 
6.5 
5.5 
5.5 
6.5 
6.5 
6.2 
6.0 
6,0 
6.5 
— 
2,0 
7.0 
6.5 
SPRING 
5.5 
7.5 
8.0 
6.0 
7.5 
9.0 
7.0 
8.5 
10.0 
5.5 
8,5 
10.0 
9.0 
10,5 
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in winter. There is also a seasonal change in temperature. 
This is more marked at the lower sites than at the higher 
altitude sites. 
Although Macan (1958) showed that little reliance could 
be placed on isolated temperature readings such as those 
made here, temperatures of lotic waters do not vary in the 
short term and isolated readings have been widely used by 
other workers such as Hynes (196I), 
Hynes (196I) foiind similar results to those in this 
study, hov/ever he found that the higher altitude sites were 
warmer in the winter than the lower sites and this fact he 
could not explain. In this study, the winter readings were 
similar for all sites. The lowest temperature recorded was 
2°C at site 5a, This was lower than any of the others 
(next lowest was 5°C at site la), possibly because of snow 
melt, although snow v/as settled at sites la and 2a when the 
recordings were made. Another factor affecting these 
recordings may be the cover of vegetation, which would 
provide some insulation. Site 5a, being m.uch more open than 
the other high altitude sites, would be less insulated than 
the high sites and would suffer greater heat loss. 
Dissolved substances 
Many authors such as Carrick and Sutcliffe,(1973)f 
Egglishaw and Morgan (1965) have attempted to show the 
relationship between chemical composition of the water and 
distribution of the fauna. However, chemical composition 
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does not seem to have a great deal of effect except in extreme 
conditions. For example, Carrick and Sutcliffe (1973) found 
that the fauna changed when pH values dropped below 5,7, 
It T/ould seem obvious that crustaceans, which require calcivan 
for their exoskeleton, would be limited by water hardness. 
However, Hynes (1970) states that Gammaru.s pulex has been found 
in water containing less than 5mg/l calcium, 
Hynes (1970) states that oxygen is rarely a limiting 
factor in fast flowing streams, although low values in areas 
of organic pollution. 
Free C0_, alkalinity and pH v/ere measured in the field. 
Free C0_ must be measured as quickly as possible v/ithout 
agitation of the sample because it is readily lost to the 
atmosphere. The procedure used v/as that outlined by 7/elch (194S), 
N/ 
lOOffll of sample was titrated against 44 llaOH using 
phenophthalein as indicator. The titre v/as multiplied by 
10 and expressed as mg/1. 
Alkalinity in most natural waters is due to (a) carbonate, 
(b) bicarbonate and (c) hydroxide ions. The use of two 
indicators, phenolphthalein and methyl orange, in a titration 
against 50 H.SO. enables these to be distinguished, 
Phenolphthalein alkalinity gives the alkalinity due to 
carbonate ions and is measured by titrating lOOmil of the 
sample against 50 H SO. using phenolphthalein as indicator. 
Hie titre is multiplied by 10 and expressed as ppm. I.'.ethyl 
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orange alkalinity measures bicarboira:te plus carbonate ions 
and is measured in the same way as the phenolphthalein excepi 
that methyl orange is used as the indicator. 
pH was measured using a Titton Model p-120 pocket pH meter. 
Water samples were collected from each site in polythene 
bottles for laboratory analysis of cations and anions. Samples 
for analysis of phosphates were collected in bottles pretreated 
with a solution of iodine in potassium iodide for several days 
then rinsed with distilled water and filled with distilled water 
lintil collection of the sample. This procedure was recommended 
by Heron (1962) who suggested that bacteria adhering to the 
walls of the bottles caused lower readings by taking up 
phosphorous. This treatment was also recommended by Bowditch 
e± al, (1976), 
Calcitim and magnesium concentrations were determined by the 
ETDA method (Golterman, 1969). 
Sulphate was determined turbimetrically using barium 
chloride (Golterman, 1969). 
Orthophosphate was determined colorimetrically as described 
by Golterman (1969). 
Nitrogen as nitrate was determined by the Erucine method 
(Standard methods, I966). Huxley and V/isel (1974), in a 
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reviev/ of methods for the determination of nitrate in waters, 
name this method as one of the most reliable in the range 
0,01 - 10mg/l, 
Conductivity at 18 C (K.,_) was determined electrometricallv. 
I o 
Total dissolved solids (T.D.S.) was calculated according to 
the formula (Bayly and V/illiam.s, 1975). 
Bayly T.D.S 5, (3.4K,„ -I- 0,666) K 
1 o 18 
10^ 
Dissolved oxygen and 3.P.P. 
Dissolved oxygen was determined by the 7/inkler method 
(Standard I.lethods, 1966), Samples were collected in ground glass 
stoppered bottles and "pickled" with alkaline iodide and 
manganous sulphate immediately. The remainder of the analysis 
was carried out later in the laboratory, 
B,0.D. samples v/ere collected in the same type of sample 
bottles as used for the oxygen determinations. The samples 
were kept for 5 days at 20°C in the dark, after which they were 
analysed for oxygen. 
Table 6 summarizes the chemical features for the five 
streams. It is apparent from the T,D.3. values that these 
waters are quite dilute. '.Villiams (1964) found a range of 
T.D.S. values from 21 to 1400 p.p.m. in Tasmanian rivers. Bayly 
and V/illiarcs (1975) note that some Australian saline streams 
have T.D.S. values as high as 6OOO p.p.m. but that most streams 
world-wide have less than 3000 p.p.m. 
Table 6. Physical and chemical properties of the water at 
each site. 
IC , T.D.S., Mg , Ca , and SO, values are for 
water samples collected in summer. Alkalinity, 
free CO and pH values are average values. As 
free CO was generally low, it was not tested 
at all sites. 
N.R, = too low to be detected. 
SITE 
l a 
l b 
Ic 
2a 
2b 
2c 
3a 
3b 
3c 
4a 
4b 
\ 
4c 
5a 
5b 
5c 
^ 8 
(uS/cm) 
31 
31 
125 
26 
45 
240 
46 
113 
143 
58 
97 
-
51 
XS3 
TDS 
(ppm) 
20.65 
20.65 
83.30 
17.32 
29.98 
160.03 
30;64 
75.30 
95.31 
38.64 
64.63 
-
33.97 
103.31 
pH 
7.6 
7.3 
7 .4 
7.4 
8.0 
8.3 
7 .4 
7.5 
7.7 
7.5 
7 .1 
7.5 
7.3 
7.3 
7.A 
Free CO2 
(ppm) 
-
-
1.4 
-
1.0 
1.2 
2 .5 
2.2 
2 .0 
-
1.0 
-
-
-
A l k a l i n i t y 
(ppm HGO3 
5.5 
7.0 
23.5 
5.5 
9.5 
39 .0 
8.0 
13.2 
17 .0 
14 .0 
14.5 
16 .8 
24 .0 
14.5 
22.5 
(ppm) 
N.R. 
Ca"^ 
(ppm) 
0.20 
0.20 
0.75 
0.15 
0,22 
0.80 
0.22 
0.45 
0.55 
0.27 
0.36 
-
0.28 
0.46 
SO4" 
(ppm) 
N.R. 
II 
8.0 
0.2 
1.8 
2.0 
II 
11.0 
8.0 
0 .8 
8.0 
-
1.0 
7.0 
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Hynes (1970) states that the chemical composition of 
running waters is a reflection of the local geography and 
climate. As these streams are in the same area with the 
same climate and geology the water chemistry is expected 
to be similar. Also since the streams rise in steep 
gradients, with little soil formation and thick vegetation, 
little dissolved material would be transported from the 
surrounding area. 
The results compare favourably with those obtained by 
iVilliams (1964) for stream^ s rising in the Cradle V.t, Area, 
an area similar in geology, geography and clim.ate to the 
study area. 
The^T.D.S. and ionic concentrations show a gradual 
increase dovmstreara. Pennak (1971) found similar results. 
Often, as in this study, downstream sites are at a much 
lower gradient and soil is much deeper, allov/ing rainv/ater 
to percolate and remove ionic substances. Also on these streams 
most of the lowland areas were cleared, resulting in greater 
runoff, carrying more solutes. 
Phosphate and nitrates were undetectable. The main sources 
of nitrate and phosphate in streams are rainfall and the land 
surface, especially agricultural land. It was, therefore, 
expected that the sites in agricultural areas, that is, sites 
lb, Ic, 4b, 4c, 5b, and 5c might have had detectable amiounts 
of these ions. However, Hynes (1970) states that normally the 
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concentrations of nitrate and phosphate actually in solution in 
stream or river v/ater are lov/ because the ions are rapidly taken 
up by plants, Neel (1S51) noted that the concentrations of 
these nutrients fell as the water passed over riffles. This 
may be a contributing reason for the low concentrations. 
Although no macrophytes were present at any site, there v/ere 
large amounts of algae and the streams v/ere fast flowing, with 
many riffle areas. 
Oxygen levels were close to 100^ ! saturation at all sites, 
Hynes (1970) noted that in small turbulent streams, (such as 
the streams studied), the oxygen content is normally near, or 
above saturation. Even at sites lc (summer) and 2c and 3c 
(all seasons) where lov/er oxygen concentrations were expected 
(because algal growth suggested organic pollution) the values 
were as high as the other "cleaner" sites, probably because 
of the turbulent movement. This may also have been the reason 
all B.O.D. values were low (less than 2), indicating clean water, 
Shade 
Hughes (1966) showed that shading and direct illumination 
has an effect on the distribution of stream fauna. This factor 
may have several components, for example its effect on the 
temperature of the water, oviposition behaviour or food 
availability. The riparian vegetation and its shading effect 
at each site has been described in Chapter 2, 
Food 
The availability of food is en obvious factor controlling 
the distribution of stream favma. The main sources of food in 
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'the i:t, Wellington streams are algae and allochthoncus olr.ut 
material, since rooted macrophytes vere absent. The occurrence 
Of algae at the sites has been dealt Kith in Chapter 2, Tho 
amount of allochthonous material availcble depends on the n? tme 
of the riparian vegetation. The native vegetation is evergreen, 
providing a more or less continuous supply of material to the 
stream. Most of the exotic plants found at the lower sites are 
deciduous, providing a distinctly seasonal input of food in autumn. 
Flood 
2.11 en (1951} showed the marked effect of spates on stream 
fauna. This is partly due to disturbance of the subistratum. 
Also during spates there is an increase in turbidity. Dorris 
et al. (1963) found a relationship between discharge ejid turbidity, 
Bennison (1975) confirmed this on the Coal River, According to 
Williams (Rivers and Water Supply Commission, personal commun-
ication) all the Mt. Wellington streams are subject to flooding, 
especially llorth West Bay River, This could be seen frcn the 
erosion of the banlcs. However, dirring sampling, the rtrecims 
were only affected by minor spates in the trinter months. An 
increase in turbidity was noted at these times, 
^rrison (I966) and Barrel and Dorris (I968) have studied 
the effects of drought on stream fauna. At all sampling times 
there was a continuous flow of water in all streams, Williams 
(personal communication) noted that, from the records for 
North West Bay Hiver and BroT/ns River, neither hcd dried up 
during the past I5 years, altbovigh on odd occasions tho flc-: 
had almost ceased during'the sumjner months. 
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Microbiology 
The coliform bacteria have a density bearing some relation 
to the degree of organic pollution. The higher the coliform 
count the greater the health hazard presented by the water. 
The presence of the coliform group in water suggest the 
possibility of faecal contamination by the warm-blooded animals, 
including man. The presence of Escherichia coli always mean 
pollution by these faeces. 
Water samples v/ere collected from each site in sterile 
500 ml bottles from near the centre of the stream. They were 
analysed by the State Health Laboratories for Coliform.s, faecal 
coliform and faecal streptococcus using the m.embrane filtration 
method described by IVilliams and Dussart, (1976), 
Table 7 gives the result of the m.icrobiological analysis 
of the water at each site. There is a general trend of increase 
in the count of organisms dov/nstream. Exceptionally hiih counts 
occurred at sites 3b and 3c, There v/ere three houses above 
site 3b, so high counts could be due to leakage of sev/age into 
the stream. Only one sample v/as analysed from each site, so 
that the high level observed may have been due to contamination 
just prior to sampling. Tlie Health Laboratory suggest that a 
single v/ater sam.ple is of little value in assessing contam-ination 
and that a sample programme should be established. This -.vas 
not feasible for this study as 1he aim v/as to obtain an 
indication of contamination only. 
Standards for coliform density vary from country to country 
and are related to water usage, (Bayly &: .Villiams, 1973). Zajic (1971) 
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suggests that counts should not be greater than 4/100 ml for 
drinking water, A limit of 1000/100 ml was proposed by the 
Commonv/salth Departm.ent of works for Australian streams sub-
ject to occasional bathing, Bayly & 'r7illiams (1973) give data 
for rivers in the I.'elbourne area in which the counts are much 
higjtier than those obtained in this study. 
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CHA'TE^l 4; THE F.fc.UilA 
Samplin.-: the fauna. 
The nature of stream beds makes them difficult to sam.ple. 
The current interferes with many sampling procedures and large 
stones and boulders are often present, causing variable flow. 
This results in a variety of different substrates which are 
colonised by different animals (Cumm.ins and Lr'uff, 1969). 
The small size of streams such as those studied here provides 
a further difficulty in that it may be difficult to replicate 
results. However, as Hynes (1970) notes, in order to study 
such an environment, it is essential to have some measure of 
the abundance of the species present. For this reason, the 
study of small streams seems to have been largely ne.£lected, 
in favour of larger rivers with greater expanses of homo.neneous 
habitats, 
Eany methods for sampling stream invertebrates have been 
suggested. These have been reviewed by Kacan (1958), Cumxmins 
(19&2) and Hynes (1970). Kany of these methods have been devised 
for specific situations, for example, corers can only be used 
in soft substrates, dredges require a movable substrate, and 
methods using nets require a certain minimum current. 
One of the methods most comm.only used is the Surbor (1937) 
sampler, which consists of two quadrats, each one square foot 
(30 cm ), at right angles to each other, with a net attached 
to one of those. The quadrat without the net is placed on. the 
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substrate such that the net extends dov/nstream in the current. 
Larger stones within the ouadrat are picked up, heDd in front 
of the net, and any animals picked off. The area within the 
frame is then stirred thoroughly and animals so disturbed are 
swept into the net, ^-. 
The Surber sampler has the advantages that it is smiall, 
light, easy to carry, and secures samples from a definite area 
of the stream bottom (Keedham and Usinger, 1956), It also 
collects animals both on stones and within the substrate. It 
has the limitations that it can only be used in certain 
conditions. It requires a certain minimujn current, it cannot 
be used in water deeper than arms length and Chutter (1972) 
suggests that it not feasible to use it in water deeper than 
the frame because at these depths, back currents at the mouth 
of the net and edge effects causes many animals to escape. 
Because of the variability of the stream bottom, several 
samples need to be taken to obtain a good representation of 
the number of animals and species present. Keedham and Usinger 
(1956) exam.ined the reliability of Surber sampler results and 
from 100 samples concluded that 194 would be required to give 
significant figures (95/' level confidence) as to the total 
wet weight of organisms and 73 for the total nu.mbers, Chutter 
(1972), in a reappraisal of Keedham and Usinger's work (1956), 
suggest that in reality these numbers are much higher, 
Chutter (1972) also points out that in many streams it is 
impossible to sample even 18 square feet in a single riffle. 
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In many parts of tlie streams studied this v/as indeed the case. 
Although it is rarely possible to obtain a reliable estimate 
of the total numbers of animals present, Keedham and Usinger 
(1956) shov/ed that in only two or three samples, at least one 
individual of the most common species could be collected. 
Similarily, in a consideration of the time and effort involved 
in sampling, identification and counting the animals, Chutter 
and Noble (1966) also concluded that three square feet was 
an adequate area to sample. 
However, these investigations v/ere carried out in 
homogeneous sampling areas and as Chutter and Koble (I966) 
note, the variance of dispersion (senu South v/ood, (I966) 
of individual species increases with heterogeneity of the 
area sampled. Thus Gaufin _et_. aJ. (1956) found that as many 
as 10-15% of species present v/ere not discovered until at 
least 8 Surber samples had been taken. They suggest the need 
for careful selection of bottom types to be sampled in order 
that a small number of samples may give a comprehensive faunal 
picture. Following this suggestion a small stream, such as 
at site 2a, could be effectively sampled without remioving all 
the animals in the area. 
As mentioned above, the use of the Surber sampler requires 
a minimu.m current and can only be used in shallow water. Thus, 
although it v/as suitable for sampling the riffle sections of 
the r.lt, V/ellington streams, it was unsuitable for sam.pling 
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the pools, Methods described by ir.acan (1958), Cummins (1962) 
and Hynes (1970) for sampling pools, for example using dredges 
or grabs, can only be uaed where the substrate is soft. In the 
pools sampled, the substrate consisted of cobbles and coarse 
gravel. A method was thus devised, whereby a standard P.B.A. 
net was dragged across a certain area of substrate, disturbing 
it and collecting any animals released. Unfortunately, as it 
v/as difficult to judge the exact area disturbed by this method 
and as many animals would have escaped the net, this method 
could not be considered more than weakly quantitative. 
The fauna was sampled four times in the year, corresponding 
to summer, autumn, v/inter and spring at all sites except sites 
4c and 5a, Site 4c was only sampled in v/inter and spring due 
to difficulty in finding suitable site, and site 5a was only sampled 
in spring due to its inaccessibility. In svimmer and autumn, 
both riffle and pool samples were taken where possible (at 
some sites such as site Ic, it was difficult to distinguish 
true riffle or pool areas, ) Because of this and the lack of 
comparability of pool samples, pools were only sam.pled in 
summer and autumn. At least three riffle and pool samples 
were taken at tliese times, while in. winter and spring 6 riffle 
samples were taken at each site except in winter v/hen high 
flows made sampling difficult and only three samples could be 
taken at site lb and 5 at site 3c, 
Samples v/ere emptied into a white plastic tray and any 
large plant m.aterial and stones v/ere rem.oved. The sample v/as 
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then placed in a vial of alcohol to be further sorted and 
identified later in the laboratory. Samples v/cre hand sorted 
because this v/as considered more efficient than sieve methods 
mentioned by Hynes (1970). 
Animals were identified to species level where possible, 
otherwise they were identified to the highest level possible, 
then labelled spl, etc. Difficulty was encountered identifying 
the Trichoptera because although this group has recently been 
revised Keboiss (1977), as yet no new key exists to the larvae. 
Identification of most groups was based on keys given by 
V/illiams (1968) and in the C.S.I.R.O. "Insects of ./Australia" 
(1970).. Identification of the Plecoptera r'as supplemented 
by the descriptions of McLennan (1971), lilies (1975), and 
Hynes (1976). 
Composition of the fauna, 
A complete species list, giving the number of individuals 
per sample, is given in Appendix 1, Both riffle and pool 
samples are given, Tlie animals are typical of those found 
worldwide in temperate stony streams (Hynes, 1970), consisting 
mainly of insect larvae. Althoufjh much of the southern hemi-
sphere fauna is unique, parallel evolution is evident and 
many faunal types found here have similar counterparts in the 
northern hemisphere. Thus the fauna found in mountain stream.s 
by Hynes (1961), i.lorgan and Egglishaw (1965) and Arnold and 
Kacan (1973) appears similar to that found in this study, excert 
for the presence of the syncarid Anaspidcs t^snariae and the 
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amphipod Kconiphargus sp, which have no counterpart in the 
northern hemisphere. Although not collected in this study 
because of sampling methods, the phreatoicid Colubotelson 
thorns on i and /.stacopsis fluviotilis also occur in this area 
and are unique to Tasmania, IJicholls (1946) found that 
Colubotelson thomsoni was abundant in puddles on the summit 
and in runnels upon the higher slopes of the mountain, Clark 
(1939) found Astacopsis on Lit, V/ellington in Hobart and at 
Ridgeway, The fauna is best dealt with in faunal groups, 
Ephemeroptera; 
The Ephemeroptera formed a large portion of the fauna 
collected, the genus Ataloohlebioides being the most abundant 
and widespread, occuring at sites at all altitudes and in 
both riffles and pools, Riek (1970) states that the genus 
Atalophlebioides contains the most common Australian mayfly 
species, the only controlling factor being a need for swift 
flowing water. This genus belongs to the family Leptophlebiidae, 
which is the dominant family in Australia, where it has 
invaded habitats similar to those occupied by other fpj-.ilies 
in the northern hemisphere (V/illiams, 1968), Ataloshlehia sp. 
was the only other member of the Leptophlebiidae found in this 
study. It was found only in slower flowing water and in pools 
which is the habitat mentioned by Riek (op, cit.) T<vo members 
of the family Baetidae were collected, the cosmopolitan 
Baetis being found mainly at the lower altitude sites and 
TasmanoDhlebin so, which burrows in sand occurred in rools. 
The remaining genus found is Tasmanocoe^is, which belonrs to 
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the family Caenidae, This is also a burrower and v/as similarly 
found in slower currents and pools. Riek (op. cit.) gives the 
distribution of this genus as pools and slow stresus from. 
Tasmania to the Kosciusko region. 
Plecoptera; 
The Tasmanian Plecoptera are considered to be alm.ost entirely 
endemic by Hynes (1976). They also constituted a prominant 
portion of the Mt, Wellington fauna. Although Eusthenia spp, 
and Tasraanoperla spp. only occurred in low ntunbers, they were a 
significant part of the biomass because of their relatively 
large size. Both are endemic, but have counterparts on the 
mainland. Eustheniopsis, which is found in the Kosciusko area 
resembles Eusthenia; and Austroheptura, v/hich is found in 
southern Victoria, Kt. Kosciusko, and New England is similar 
to Tasmanoperla. Eusthenia was found only at sites of altitude 
greater than 140m, while Tasmanoperla was found at all altitudes 
but was more common at higher altitudes, Riek (1973) found the 
genus to be distributed throughout Tasmania. Only one specimen 
of the other Tasmanian member of the Austroperlidae, Crypturoperla 
paradoxa. was collected. Riek (1973), described this species as 
occurring only in a restricted area in the west of the state, 
but Hynes (1976) has since collected specimens from i:t. '.Vellington, 
so it may be more widespread, 
Members of the family Kotonemouridae were expected from 
the distribution given by lilies (1975), but only one species, 
Tasmanocera bifasci^ta, was collected and at only one site, 3c. 
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I'embers of the Gripopterygidae were widespread, occurring 
at altitudes. Seven species v/ere collected, CardioperJa 
nigrifrons being the only endemic, Hynes (1976) noted 
morphological differences in this species throughout the 
state, nam^ ely a variation in the prominance of the dorsal 
ridges and a similar range of forms was observed in those 
collected in this study, 
Coleoptera: 
The most common beetle larva found v/as a nev/ species of 
Sclerocynhon (Davis, 1975) found at all altitudes but occurred 
in greater numbers at the higher altitude sites, possibly due 
to the amount of algae and sediment at low altitude sites, 
Davis (1975) found that it occurred along the entire lengths 
of Lambert Park and Hytten Hall Creeks in both pools and riffles 
and also in the substrate, but that it preferred habitats 
where stable contact v/ith the substrate v/as available. 
Other Coleoptera were larvae and adults of the families 
Helminthidae, Helodidae and Dytiscidae, These v/ere found 
mainly at lower altitude sites. 
Trichoptera; 
15 families of trichopterans, including 8 case-dwelling 
species and 7 free living species were collected. Case-dwelling 
species occurred at all altitudes but more species were found 
at lower altitudes. Some such as the Helicopsychidae and 
the Liminephilidae were found clustered in large numbers in 
3H 
crevices on rocks, Gaufin et al, (1956) found that a species 
widespread in any given sampling area tended to vaor^ y greatly 
in distribution over the area, clustering in favourable 
m.icrohabitats. This type of distribution makes quantitative 
sampling extremely difficult. 
Free living species were not found at sites above 450ra, 
This may be related to their feeding habits, since although 
they require a certain current to built nets but this current 
must not be too great, 
Diptera; 
The most common diptera collected were members of the 
family Chironomidae, Several species were found but it was 
difficult to identify themi, Hov/ever, a distinct species with 
a case was found at high altitude sites, 
Simulidae and Blephariceridae were only found in isolated 
samples, due to their need for very fast current. Other 
Dipteran larvae included Muscidae, Tipulidae and Ceratopogonidae, 
Oligochaeta; 
The most pi'ominant family collected v/as the Lumbriculidae, 
These were extremely numerous at sites 2c, 3b and 3c, Jolly 
and Chapman (1964) found that Lumbriculus tolerates organic 
enrichment but favours recovery zones. According to Brinkhurst 
and Cook (1974) lumbriculids replace tubificids in stony streams, 
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Other oligochaetes occurred at a l l s i t e s but were not 
abundant, 
l;ollusca; 
The two snail genera, Potamop^/rrus and Bulinus, were found 
at the lower altitude sites and were prolific at site 3c all 
year and site 1c in summer, 
Crustacea; 
The endemic syncarid Anaspides tasm?niae was found only at 
sites la, 2a, 4a, and 5a, It v/as found in both pools and 
riffles, but was more abundant in pools, V/illiams (1974) 
described the typical habitat as small upland streams and moor-
land pools, also lakes. It is usually fouuid in the highlands 
although he gives the total altitudinal range as 15 to over 
1200ai A.S.L. Most collections have been taken at over 150m 
and most of these localities he found were subject to near -
freezing temperatures in winter. He gives an upper temperature 
tolerance of between 15°C and 20°C. Anaspides is eaten by the 
introduced Brown Trout Salmo trutta, v/hich is found in all the 
streams studied. This may explain the presence of Anaspides 
above V/ellington Falls on the North V/est Bay River, and its 
absence below. Trout have not penetrated above the falls. 
The amphipod Keoniphargus sp, v/as found as low as 140m. 
but was m.ore frequent at higher altitudes. Lake and Knott 
(1972) note that the larger neoniphargids are confined to cool, 
flowing streams often in association with .Xnasrides tasm-niae 
as was the case in the Kt, V/ellington streams. 
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The shrimp Para.tya australiensis (V/alker, 1972) v/as found 
only at site 5c, Jillaams (1974) notes that it occurs in lowland 
creeks near the coast and in inland lakes. Site 5c is m.uch 
closer to the coast than the other low altitude sites. 
Summary; 
The fauna of Lit, V/ellington streams contains a large 
proportion of endemic species, including Eusthenia spp.. 
Tasmanoperla spp,. several members of the family Gripopterygidae, 
Keoniphargus sp,. Anaspides tasmaniae and some Trichoptera 
(also .'Istacopsis fluviatilis and the phreatoicid Colubotelson 
thomisoni not found in this study). Also important is the v/idely 
distributed mayfly Atalorihlebioides SP. 
Although no similar surveys have been conducted in Tasmania, 
various collections of these groups indicate that the fauna of 
Kt, "iTellington streams is similar to that of other mountain 
areas, such as Wt, Field, Cradle Mt, and I,'t. Hartz, The degree 
of endemicity of the fauna makes it distinct from mainland lotic 
fauna, hov/ever, some groups such as the Plecoptera have similar 
counterparts in mountain areas such as the Kosciusko region. 
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CHAPTER 5: ANALYSIS 0? RESIITS 
HISTOGRAIwS 
One of the problems of presenting the results of survey 
work is that the information is often in the form of long lists 
of species, from which it is difficult to draw a great m.any 
conclusions. One method of summarizing such results (used by 
many authors including Hynes I96I, Hughes I966, Ward 1975 and 
Armitage _et_ al., 1974) is in the form of histograms. 
Riffle samples for each site were pooled and groups of 
similar animals such as Gripopterygidae, were represented as 
a percentage of the total number of animals collected at that 
site. Groups represented by greater than 10^ of the total 
catch were then plotted as liistograms. Figures 3-7 are 
histogram.s for each site at each season. Figure 8 compares 
pool and riffle samples in the same way. 
This method has some drawbacks, quite apart from, the 
technical problems of presenting histograms visually. The 
validity of pooling samples from a site is doubtful when 
each site contains many different microhabitats and therefore 
different faunal groups, and v/hen clustering of animals 
occurs. The variation of Surber sam.ples has already been 
discussed in Chapter 4, and such variation can be seen from 
the raw data. 
Tlie use of percentages often leads to an underestimate 
2^ 
of the importance of larger animals occurring in small numbers, 
for example, Eusthenia spp.Poole (1974) notes that abundance 
is not necessarily a good indication of the importance of a 
species in a community. 
However, this method is a simple way of sum.marizing 
large amounts of data and does give some indication of the 
dominant groups of invertebrates at each site for each season. 
Diversity indices 
A method commonly used in the past to analyze such 
community results has been the calculation of diversity indices. 
However, in recent years doubt has been placed on the biological 
meaning of these indices (Hurlbert 1971, Goodman 1975), 
Hurlbert (1971) suggests that the term ** species diversity" 
conveys no more information other than "som.ething to do with 
community structure," Many authors in the past, for example 
lliacArthur (1955). Margalef (1969), have used a species to 
indicate community stability. However, as Goodman (1975) 
points out, no relationship between stability and diversity 
has been demonstrated. Although biological implications 
of diversity indices may be doubtful, they are useful as a 
shorthand for expressing the number of species and relative 
abundance of species in a comjnunity for the comparison of 
communities. 
Several indices have been devised and some of these are 
mentioned by V/ilhm and Dorris (1968). A comparison of these 
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indices shows that different rankings of samples can be 
obtained using different indices (Hurlbert 1971). Bennison 
(1975) used three indices and gained different interpretations 
from each. Hulbert (1971) suggests that if diversity indices 
are to be used, the choice of a particular index depends on 
the purposes for which it is to be. 
The most commonly used diversity index is the Shannon-
Weaver Index (Shannon and V/eaver, 1962). 
H' - - £ P-.logp. 
where S is the number of species and p, is the proportion 
of the total number of individuals consisting of the i 
species. It incorporates the two ideas of species richness 
and species evenness which Hurlbert (1971) considers necessary 
for the diversity index. 
However, there are some disadvantages in using this 
index. It is based on the assumption that the sample contains 
all the species in the community pool and as Poole (1974) 
points out, in most cases (including this survey) this is 
not the case. Also Goodman (1975) and Poole (1974) suggest 
that H' is only appropriate in samples containing animals 
of the same trophic level. The degree of clumping of 
individuals also affects the value of H' (Goodman, 1975). 
It is evident, therefore, that precaution must be taken 
in the interpretation of diversity indices and that use should 
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be restricted to that of a shorthand for comparison of results. 
In this respect, divers:.ty indices have been widely used in 
assessing pollution (iVilhm and Dorris, 1966, 1968), This topic 
will be treated in Chapter 6, Shannon-:/eaver diversity indices 
for each site and season are given in Table 8. 
Similarity Indices 
One reason for the use of diversity indices has been the 
comparison of communities (Poole 1974), Similarity indices can 
also be used for this purpose and may be more appropriate in 
this case as they are often based on the presence and absence 
of species and not on their abundance. They have been used 
by several authors such as Armitage _e_t_ £!_. (1975), Hobach e_t al. 
(1971) to compare streams, to ascertain the presence of altitud-
inal zonation and to determine changes in community composition 
due to different forms of pollution. 
Mountford (I962) reviews some similarity indices which he 
shows to. be dependent on sample size. He puts forv/ard a new 
formula which is less dependent on size. This is given as 
1= 2j 
2ab - (a -»- b)j 
where j = number of species common to both sites 
a = number of species in a sample from one site and 
b = number from the other site. 
Similarity indices can be expressed as a m;atrix of values 
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for similarities between samples. However, when there are a 
large number of samples, it is difficult to pick which samples 
are most similar. Clustering of sites according to similarity 
to produce a dendrogi"am relating tho samples provides a better 
visual representation of such results, 
A hierarchical classification of sites was worked out, 
according to Mountford (1966) es follows, A table of similarity 
indices was dravm up. The pair of sites i/ith the highest index 
were grouped together and indices of similarity were calculated 
between this group and the remaining sites using the formula of 
Mountford (I966); the index of similarity between a site B and 
a group composed of sites A., and Ap being 
I (A^A2;B) = I(A^B) -f I(A2B) 
A reduced table of indices was dra>ni up end the process 
repeated, each time groups of highes similarity index being 
grouped using the general formula for the index between groups 
Aj_, k^i A^ and Bj^ , B^, as 
m ^ 
mn 
until the table -was reduced to a single value. 
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Figure 3, Relative importance of major invertebrate 
groups in riffle samples at each site on 
Sorell Creek for each season. 
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Figure 4. Relative importance of major invertebrate 
groups in riffle samples at each site on 
New Town Rivulet for each season. 
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Figure 5. Relative importance of major invertebrate 
groups in riffle samples at each site on 
Hobart Rivulet for each season. 
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groups in riffle samples at each site on 
Browns River for each season. 
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Kez-
Atalophlebioides spp. 
Baetis sp. 
Gripopterygidae 
Sclerocyphon sp. 
Case Trichoptera 
Free-Irving Trichoptera 
Chironomidae 
Oligochaeta 
Mollusca 
H 1 
Anaspides tasmaniae 
SITE 
l a 
l b 
l c 
2a 
2b 
2c 
3a 
3b 
3c 
4a 
4b 
4c 
5a 
5b 
5c 
SUl-lMER 
2.050 
1.946 
0.833 
1,861 
2.587 
1,378 
2,420 
2,093 
0.899 
1.869 
2 ,301 
— 
— 
1,485 
2,206 
AUTUMN 
1,862 
2 , 0 7 5 
2 . 7 8 6 
1,870 
2,143 
2.218 
1.844 
2.473 
0.524 
1,725 
1.752 
_ 
— 
2,206 
2 ,001 
WINTER 
2.303 
— 
2.303 
1.682 
2.218 
2.033 
2.035 
2.105 
0.804 
2.089 
2.338 
2.598 
(a)2 ,084 
(b)1.243 
2.554 
2.044 
SPRING 
2,432 
2,426 
2.323 
2.162 
2,241 
1.862 
2,070 
2.529 
0.922 
2.042 
2.367 
1.656 
— 
2.397 
1.848 
Table 8. Shannon-Weaver diversity indices for each 
site and season. 
The fauna was not sampled at sites 4c and 
5a in summer and autumn nor at site 5a in 
spring. The values for site 5a in winter 
are (a) above Wellington Falls and (b)below 
the falls. For site lb in winter, the 
number of animals collected was considered 
too low (due to a spate) to calculate the 
diversity index. 
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Dendro^ramo chcdng the hierrrchical clrssificr.ticn of 
sites ucing thic ncthcd for each cennon are given in ^''igu.re 
9 - 12. 
Compariron of Pools and Riffles 
Figure 8 chous that there is a difference in the faunal 
composition of pocl and riffle arcar,. Some grcuTc such rs 
/inaspidcs tasmaniae, Chironcrriidr-c, and Cligochacta are mere 
common in pocle th?'n in riffles. Gripcptcry-~idre cccur ncrc 
frequently- in riffles o.nd other Fleccptcrr., that is Eusthenir. 
spp and Trsmrnonorln sypf which do not appocr in this diagram 
were rarely found in peels. The Ephemeroptera At:.Icnh 1 cbicidor 
tJTp-p and Bectis nnp uere found in both peels and riffles, 
vhile Atrlophlobir on, T^rrnanophlcbi" sn occurred in Icr 
numbers and predominantly in pools. 
Egglishavr and MacKay (I966), Armitage et al., (1974) 
and I.!inshall (1963) also noted a difference in faunal 
composition betv/eon pools and riffles. They alco found more 
animals in riffle sa.mples than in pool samples. 
Differences in composition of the favma of these habitc tc 
is due to differences in current speed, depth and to seme 
extent substrate irhich concisted of smaller cobblcc and more 
gravel than rifflee. 
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At some sites, especially the hi^h and lov/ altitude sites, 
it was difficult to fine true riffle and pool areas, the flow 
being too high at the lev/ altitude sites and too little at 
high sites. At some of thejc sites, for example site 2a, only 
one type of sample was taken, '.Vhere both riffle ard pool samples 
were taken, and v/here there v/as a lack of real distinction between 
riffle and pool areas, similar fauna v/as found in both sample 
types, for example at site 4a, 
Altitudinnl zonation 
Although only three sites were sarr;rl.ed on each stream, some 
evidence of altitudinal zonation is evident, from figures 3 - 7 . 
However^ this is not obvious as it might be, (except at polluted 
sites) because animals such as Anaspides tasmaniae, Eusthenia npp 
and Tasmanoperla spn, v/hich are almost entirely restricted to high 
altitude sites, do not occur in large enough nximbers to appear 
on these histogran:s. 
The similarity indices, hov/ever, shov/ a distinct difference 
between high and low altitude sites, tlie sites la, ?a, 4a and 5a, 
being linked by high similarity, whilst being dissimilar to the 
remainder of the sites. The remainder of the sites (except site 
3a) are all under the influence of some type of disturbance. The 
fact that site 3a is not linked with the other high altitude 
sites suggests that there is a true altitudinal zonation (site 
3a is the lowest of these sites) and that the separation is not 
due solely to tlie disturbed nature of the lower sites. In v/inter, 
site 3a is more similar to nite la, 2a, 4a and 5a than the ot;,er 
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sites. This may be due to increased flow at this time of the 
year causing animals from higher altitudes to be flushf;d dovn 
to this site. 
As all lower sites are disturbed, no natural zonation 
was expected. Instead, sites are clustered according to the 
type and degree of disturbance. This v/ill be dealt with in 
Chapter 6. The pattern of clustering was modified by the season 
and by changing sampling efficiency, for example, during high 
water, but in general the urban sites 2c, 3b and 3c were clustered 
together. 
No Potamon (lilies, 1961) region v/as observed in these strer.ir.s, 
as was expected from the temperature values and the substrate 
types. This is because these streams are short, arise at high 
altitudes and do not have a lowland deposition zone, in contrast 
to the rivers studied by lilies (19GI). 
The m.ost important factor determining altitudinal r^ onation 
in this study is probably ter.;perature, because tho teriiperature 
results showed an altitudinal variation. Substrate type ar.d 
flow were slso considered, tut on the basis of substrate and 
flow, site 3a should be grouped with sites la, 2a, 4a and 5a, 
This site does differ in temperature from these four sites, 
however, Liinshall (1968) also found that temperature "-'as rr;Ost 
important because of it.=5 effect on life cycles. 
Seasonal variation 
No distinct seasonal t;-'ends can be determined f-t'om Figure 
3 - 7 , except at site lc v/hich undergoes recovery from pollution 
from autumn to spring. Other changes in faunal composition 
during the year may be due to changes in flow due to minor spates 
and to variability in sampling. 
Seasonal variation reflects the life histories of the faunal 
(Kinshall and Kuehne, 19^9) and special effects such as floods 
(Allen, 1951). Little v/ork has been done on life cycles of 
Australian freshwater fauna, but a study of some mainland 
Plecoptera suggests that their life histories are similar to 
those of the northern hemisphere (Hynes and Hynes, 1975). 7/ork 
in the northern hemisphere, for example, that of Arnold and r.acan 
(1973) and Egglishav/ and MacKay (1966) showed that most species, 
similar to those found in Lt .Vellington streams, emerge in late 
spring to early summer. Unfortunately, no samples v/ere taken 
at that time of the year., the first sample being taken in 
late summer and the last in early spring. 
Also, some of the animal.s collected are non-seasonal (that 
is they have a life cycle greater than one year), for example, 
Anaspides tasr.aniae and some of the larger Plecoptera. 
Hynes, (I961), found that in winter and spring there was a 
decline in the nvirobers of som.e species due to predation. This 
was not obS'^rved in this study. One reason for this m.ay be that 
the sumraer and autumn sat; P"'or did not cont--in ri;any v^ry .'^;rnll 
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individuals because oT the mesh size of the net. Kynes, (I96I), 
used several differnt m.ethcds of collecting and found that by 
using different m.esh sizes, he altered the time of year v/hen 
maxirau.m nuinbers were found, because lie v/as catching different 
sized instars. 
Food may also be important. In the northern hemisphere 
where detrital food supply from leaves is seasonal, Hynes, (1961), 
found a difference in faunal composition with season, the summer 
fauna being algal feeders and the winter fauna detritus feeders. 
This v/ould not be expected here, v/here the natural vegetation 
provides an almost constant source of food. 
Comparison of streams 
As mentioned in the section on zonation, temperature v/hich 
is in turn determined by altitude, is the main factor causing 
similarity of fauna at different sites. Comparing the high 
altitude sites la, 2a, 4a and 5a^  sites la and 4a shov/ the greatest 
overall similarity, despite the fact that la is closer in 
altitude to sites 2a and 5a. Site 2a has a different substrate 
to the other high altitude sites and different vegetation type. 
It is also a much narrower and shallower stream. "Vhen all of 
these four sites are compared in spring, site 2a shov/s the least 
similarity to the other high sites. 
The importance of substrate type has been mentioned in 
Chapter 3. From Figures 3 - 7 , lieoniphrrrus appears to be more 
im.portant ( in terriiS of numbers) at site 2a. This is possibly 
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due to the substrate type. Feonipharr-g" escapes tlie force of 
the current by burrov/ing into the substrate (.Villiams, '974) and 
the substrate at site 2a is more suited to this. 
Site 4a is at a lower altitude than sites la, 2a and 5a, 
however, it has a similar vegetation and size to site la. Site 
5a on the other hand is a much larger stream, both in depth and 
width than sites 4a and la. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the 
greater width of site 5a results in the incidence of more direct 
sunlight on the streain and f:reater temperviture fluctuations. 
The effect of this on the fauna has been investigated by Hughes 
(1966), who found that vegetational shading affected the incidences 
of certrin species. 
From this it may be concluded that temperature has the 
greatest effect on the distinction of fauna in these streams. 
This effect is modified by the effects of substrate, stream 
size, vegetation type and shading. 
Because the lower sites are influenced by environmental 
disturbance, such as clearance of land for agriculture or for 
settlement, a comparison of these sites v/ill be treated in a 
later chapter, dealing with these effects. 
\2 
ci iArr \^R6: Disr(:::'.'.;.c,_' 
IliTROOUCTirn 
Any interference v/ith normal environmental conditions is 
almost certain to have an adverse effect on aquatic fauna 
and as Hynes (1970) points out there are fev/ streams in the 
v/orld tliat are not disturbed in some way. In Europe, man has 
had an influence on fresh-water environment for many centuries, 
so that in many cases tlie exact effect of man cannot be 
determined. However, in America, wher;T the influence oT m.an 
has been mo.'^'i recent, some changes caused '•>y man (such .as the 
cle.arin" of land) have been monitored. Tasmania is fortuna'.e 
j.n tliat sone remote areas have re^ 'ained untoiiched by man, so 
that precise information on the natural fresh-v/ater environment 
and the effect of various for-ns of disturbance could be obtained 
All the I. t. "/ellington streams are disturbed at some .~.tage, 
although the headv/aters sho./ least effects. 
Hynes (1963, 1970) reviews some of the v/ays in v/hich mian 
has influenced the composition o£ the fresh-water fauna in tr.e 
past. These include clearance of riparian vegetation, the 
substitution of agricultural crops for native vegetation, the 
impounding of streams, the canalization of streams for 
navigation and drainage, the abstraction of v/ater for city 
use and iri'igation, the introduction of exotic species and 
pollution. n.e factors th;-t effect i;t. .ellirgton stre-"..^  are 
dealt -.vith belov/. 
5:: 
Abstraction 
V/ater is abstracted for city use from both Ero'./ns River 
and North ',Vest Bay River, This has had an obvious effect on 
the flov/ of water below the sites of abstraction. It is 
particularly n.arked on Korth .Vest Bay River where the flov/ 
is greatly reduced. Thus although Korth '.'/est Bay River at 
V/ellington Falls is much larger than the other streams at this 
altitude, below the abstraction of water, it is a sim.ilar size 
in times of noi"mal flow. Therefore, sites 5b and 5c have 
similar fauna (as shown by the similarity indices) to the 
lower altitude sites on the other streams, whereas, if the 
natural flov/ had persisted, th.e fauna would prob-:>bly have had 
different elements, such as increased numbers of animals 
adapted to high currents, such as Plecoptera. 
Because Uorth V/est Bay River originally had a greater 
flow, the total stream bed is much wider than the one presently 
occupied and as mentioned above, the shading is restricted. 
This, plus the reduced depth would result in greater fluctu-
ations in temperature, (Hynes,1970), eliminating the more 
stenothermal species. 
In order to provide a sufficient depth for water intakes, 
small dams have been constructed on North 7/est Bay River and 
Browns Hiver. Retention of v/ater in this way allow the 
development of lacustrine plankton (Hynes, 1970). This v.'ould 
occasionally be v/ashed over into the stream, but as Hynes 
(1970) notes, it is quickly eliminated from strear.s 
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Another consequence of such dams occurs when abstraction 
of water is ceased, resulting in sudden inci'eases in flow 
below the dam. This would have similar consequences to the 
effect of spates on tlse fauna, resulting in the removal of 
much of the fauna, (e.g. Allen 1951). However, discussion 
with a Plobart City Council v/orker at the dam on Korth './est Pay 
River, indicated that this is not a frequent occurrence. 
Abstraction of v/ater for irrigation purposes occurs at 
most of the rural sites such as lb and lc. This occurs mainly 
in the summer and v/ould only result in a slightly reduced flow. 
Fire_JIraoi<s 
Fire tracks occur across Sorell Creek rnd Kev/ Town Rivulet 
immediately above sites lb and 2b. Although these are only 
used infrequently during summer, the effect on the fauna could 
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be quite pronoun'ed, due to the clearance of the vegetation on 
both sides of these streams. Hughes (1966) suggests that this 
results in the loss of insulation causing v/ider variations in 
the temperature of the water, "Iso the removal of vegetation 
results in erosion v/hich increaoes the siltation of the stream 
(Douglas, 1967), The amount of I'unoff also increases and this 
will be discussed more fvilly under the section on removal of 
vegetation. The use of these fire tracks v/ould increase these 
effects. Ho signs of siltation were visible, however, presum-
ably because the rapid flow carries these sediments further 
downstream.. 
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Fire 
Bushfires have an important effect on the environment of 
Mt, Wellington, The area has been subject to periocic firing, 
since man settled the area and probably before this, the most 
recent severe fire being in I967, v/hen miuch of the vegetation 
was destroyed. Brown (1972) has studied the hydrologic effects 
of bushfire in the Snowy Mountains in Hew Soutli V/ales, Som^ e of 
the observations he made are; 
(i) pronounced changes in the shape of the flood 
hydrograph, 
(ii) an increase in peak discharge, 
(iii) greater runoff in the years follov/ing the fire than 
there v/ould have been other//ise, 
(iv) an increase in sediment loads. 
The area he studied is sim.ilar to Lt. ',Vellington, so the 
effects of fire would be simjilar. Thus there v/ould be greater 
floods after bushfires and the effect of flood on the aquatic 
fauna has already been mentioned, Chutter (I969) has shov/n 
that silting effects the composition of the fauna. As Erov/n 
(1972) noted, there was a greater runoff in the years follov/ing 
th.e fire. This is due to the removal of the vegetation, so 
that as the natural vegetation returns, the am.ount of runoff 
would return to normal. The long term effect on the fauna 
would therefore depend on the tim.e lapse betv/een the fires and 
the degree to v/hich the fauna is effected and its ability to 
recover. At the time of sam.pling, regrov/th of the vegetation 
had occurred to a large exte-^t. 
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IntrodiicCiL"' :',pecic_r^  
The effect cf the introduction of the brcv-Ti trcut, Salmo 
trutta, on tlie distribution of Anaspides tasmaniae has already 
been mentioned. Sloane (197^) showed that trout in the Jordan 
and Coal Rivers also feed on inc3ct larvae, especially 
Atalophlebioides spp. but this does not seem to have any effect 
on the populations of these invertebrj'tes in the Ht. Wellin.gton 
streams, Nicholls (1946) also noted that phreatoicids vere 
frequently found in the stomachs of trout cx.?mined from the 
Great Lakes so trout may affect their distribution. 
Clearance of land 
Vegetation acts in many ways to affect stream floir (Sartz, 
1951). Firstly it intercepts rain and snow, the degree depending 
on the amount and type of vegetation. The rain then either 
percolates to tlie ground or is retiorned to the atmosphere by 
evaporation. Vegetation builds up litter rnd hunus Ir.yers which 
absorb tho water and slow dcim surface runoff. Roots take up 
moisture frcm the soil and return it to the atmosphei'e by 
transpiration through the leaves end stems. Thus the removal 
of vegetation may increase the amount of runoff. This is 
modified by other frctors such as soil and topography, for 
example, deep soil may take up the moisture vrhen precipitation 
is not too high, Sarts (1951) suggests that steep slopes wc^ -ild 
be more sencitive to cover I'emoval. The effect of vegetation 
removal on erosion has already been mcntionod. 
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Agriculture 
Liuch of the land that has been cleared in the '^ tudy area 
is used for agriculture and mostly for gra2;ing. Hiobert (I969) 
found that generally flov/ increased in areas v/here forest is 
converted to grassland. This can be related to the amount of 
water intercepted by the leaves (Sartz, 1951) and to the usage 
of water by the vegetation (Hibbert, I969). This also applies 
to m.ost crops to a lesser or greater extent, depending on the 
leaf cover. 
Another factor in the conversion of land for agriculture 
is the use of fertilizers. KcElroy et al. (1975) note that 
nutrient enrichment may occur in streams due to runoff from 
agricultural land. Also there is an increase in salinity. This 
was observed downstream in Sorell Creek and Rorth West Bay River, 
both of v/hich flow through agricultural land. Sites lc and 5c 
shov/ed signs of nutrient enrichm-ent with increased algal grov/th. 
This was more pronounced in sumjner, possibly because of the use 
of fertilizers in late spring, especially at site lc where hops 
were an important crop. This enrichm.ent is reflected in the 
composition of the fauna. In summer, at site lc, there was a 
dominance of molluscs as is rhown on the histogram. Figure 3. 
and the diversity index was low. This topic is dealt with in 
greater detail under the heading of pollution. 
Urbanir.a tion 
Urbanization also results in increased runoff due to the 
construction of non-porous surfaces, such as roads and areas of 
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concrete. As a result materials such as v/aste petroleum products, 
waste material from building and construction sites and other 
solutes v/hich build up cn these surfaces during dry periods, 
are v/ashed into tho streams. Storm v/ater outlets also enter the 
streams v/hich I'un through the urban areas and solid material is 
occasionally deposited in the streams. These materials entering 
the streams can be considered under the heading of pollution. 
Pollution 
The term pollution has been used a great deal in recent 
years but the precise meaning of the v/ord is not alv/ays clear, 
Klein (1962) defines pollution n.s anytliin" causing or- induclnr 
objectionable conditions in ?ny v/atT course, and thus impairir;' 
the beneficial use of the v/ater. Hov/ever, it is essentially a 
biological phenomenon (Hawkes, 1962) and can, therefore, be 
defined in relation to its effects on the plant and anim.al 
life in the water, es the addition of substances to produce 
detectable changes in the biotic community structure (.Vilhm and 
Dorris, 1968). 
There are many forms of pollution. It may be solid or 
liquid, although it is m.ost commonly liquid pollution that has 
the greatest effect on v.ater environment, generally in the form 
of sev/age suspension or industrial v/astes. Klein (1962) and 
Hynes (1963) have adequately reviev/ed the topic of pollution. 
However, although a large amount of study has been carried out 
on the effects of v,-.?ter pollution, m.ost of th.is v/ork h?s been on 
larger rivers rather than small streams like those on r.'.t. •.'ellinrtor:. 
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In the past several methods have been used to assess 
pollution (;/ilhm, 1972, .Villiams and Cussart, 1976). These 
include chemical analysis of the water, bacteriological assess-
ment and assessment of composition of the flora and fauna. 
In early studies of pollution, a great deal of emphasis 
v/as placed on the chemical aspects of pollution -uid aseessmcnt 
relied on measurements of pH, dissovled oxygen, chemical and 
biochemical oxygen demand, total dissolved solids, salinity, 
nitrate concentration, phosphate concentration and so on. The 
main problem v/ith this is that it only gives the condition of 
the water at one particular time and if pollutants are not added 
ccntin\-ously, pollution may not be detected by this method, 
luiless sam.plin:; in carried out soon after pollutants are added 
(Wilhm, 1972), 
More recently, the value of biological assessment has been 
recognized. In general, animals and plants are m.uch more 
sensitive to changes v/ithin their environment than Ere chemicTl 
tests (Goodnight, 1973) and biological methods of assessn e.-it 
are based on the assumption that effluents produce distinct and 
measurable effects on structural and functional param.eters of 
organisms or groups of organisms (V/ilhm, 1972). 
The biological effects of pollution can be assessed in 
many v/ays. The idea of indicator'species has been used a r-reat 
deal. Several groups of invertebrates such as oligochaetes, 
molluscs and cliirono.mids have been used as indicator snecies 
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Harmon (1974) suggests that indicator species should possess 
certain cheraoteristics, that is, ttiey should be ep,sil7 identif-
iable, they should be abundant in their preferred habitato 
throughout a l.arge gerographical region, they should be indica-
tive of the same conditions throughout their range; they 
should poGses.s a relatively long life span and they sh.ould be 
comparatively sessile so that they cannot easily avoid a stressed 
environm.ent. For thin reason, the above invertebrate groups 
are often used. 
As mentioned in Chapter 5, diversity indices have been 
used to describe community structure and this use has been 
extended to the change in community structure due to pollution, 
(V/ilhm and Dorris, 1968), This use is based on the assumption 
that large nun^bers of individuals and small numbers of species 
are found in enriched areas of streams receiving organic 
wastes, v/hile in clean-water areas there are smaller numbers 
of i" ei v:-^-.^^ 2 r i.^.'l 1z.z''~z •^vrherr cf r.z ^ -'-'-^-.z . 
Hone of the sites studied v/ere characterized by lev/ 
oxygen levels and B.O.D, values v/ere indicative of clean v/ater 
(Bayly and .Villiams, 1975), despite the fact that sites 2c and 
3c are in urban areas and 2c is downstream from the Baker's 
IV.ilk Factory and 3c is downstream from the Cascade Brewery, 
Tlais may be explained by the high current speed and turbulence 
of the water at these sites. Also, these sites are som.e distance 
below these factories and Hynes (1963), notes that milk v/astes 
decompose rapidly. 
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The effects of runoff and stormvmter outlets would ccnstitute 
E mild form of pollution which would not lead to rrpid deoxygen-
auion nor wCuld it hc.ve a hi.gh loading of phosphates, nitrates cr 
other ions because of the amount of dilution involved. However, 
accumulated colutes on areas of concrete etc, after dry periods 
iTould constitute a significant contribution to total ionic 
concentration with shoi-t bursts of rain. 
Sites lc (Summer), 2c, 3b and 3c were characterized by the 
presence of lerge numbers of either molluscs, oligochaetes or 
chironomids. These gi^ eups of animals were found at many of the 
other sites. Harman (1974) suggest.s that the absence cf "clean 
water" species (such as Plecoptera and Ephemeroptera) is a 
better indication of the water conditions than the presence of 
tolerant ones. This also involves problems, such as restricted 
ranges cf some of these species, the variable tolerance cf 
these speciee (Eoback, 1974» suggest thfit many insects may be 
quite telercnt to pcllution) and the difficulties of identification 
o.f mu-uy of thetio species by other than exports. Although 
oligochaeteD and chironomids may also be difficult to identify 
especially in Australia, they usually occur in Icrge numbers 
in polluted waters and the number of species is usually restricted 
in these cases so that in many ca.ses identification to fanily 
level is adequate (Uilliams and Dussart, 1976). Ephemeroptera 
and Plecoptera, which irere presented at unpolluted sites, were 
largely absent from eitcs lc (Stmmer) 2c and 3c, and were replaced 
by large ni.-mberi' of oligcchretes, molluscs and chircno,~iids. 
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Using the range of voluos fc^ r Shannon-vfeaver Indicec suggeeted 
by Wilhm end Dorris (196.3), sites lc (Siunraer), and .'c are heavily 
polluted and the remaining sites are moderately polluted. Inhaber 
(1976) notes that generally a grce.ier number cf r.pecies Inr-lies 
an ecolngically healthier area and that an increar.e in pollution 
may result in tiio removal of some species but that these are 
merely generalisations, Similarily, Robc:c!c (1974) point." out 
that althoiigh an undsmaged stream is one which suppcrts a diverse 
and balanced fauna, the physical structure and available habitats 
nust be considered in making any evaluation. He sug'^ ests that 
back{;TOund studies of cinilai' strerm s^ c^tions v/hoso source.^  and 
amounts of ccntaninaticns LTC knoTm are necorrrry for ccmperiecn. 
Tinas tho lew valuer, cf diversity in thi r study ere moat li'it^'ly 
due to the harsh conditions, such as periodic fires and securing 
conditicnc of the environment as fcund by Hendricks et al. (1974) 
in a similar etudy. For the meaningful use cf diversity indices 
further studies need to be carried out cn the effects of knoi/n 
pollutants in such environr::ents. 
Clustering techniques using similarity indices have been 
used by Roback et al. (I969) and Kaestlor et al. (1971) to 
group sites affected by pollution. This method assujnes a ccmmon 
change in community structure due to the addition of pcllutcnts, 
resulting in a clustering cf polluted sites separate frcm 
"clean sites". In tho present analysis, the polluted urban 
sites wore generally clustered together. IIoTrever, this method 
does not deter.'.ainc which sites ere polluted and requirec a 
knowledge of thu existence c.f pollution. It docs, ho-;rcvcr, give 
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an idea of the effect of a pollution source on a particular 
commimity. 
From the above discussion, it is obvious that the urban 
sites are polluted to some extent. Harman (1974), Williams and 
Dussart (1976), emphasises the danger of over-reliance on any 
one method of assessing pollution, and therefore the physical 
and chemical characters of the environm.ent as v/ell as th.e biological 
component sliould be considered. In this case, a reliance on 
chemical factors v/ould have suggested that none of thie_sites v/ere 
polluted but com.position of the fauna indicates that they are. 
In general, addition of organic pollutants results in the 
increase in saprobic m.icro-organisms v/hich cause deoxygenatien 
of v/ater, thus resulting in the death of organismiS such as 
Plecoptera and Lphem.eroptera v/hich require high oxygen 
concentrations and allov/ing organisms such'as certain oligo-
chaetes and other animals that can exist in lo// oxygen concentr-
ations to increase in niu;iber. In this study, although there 
was no observed deoxygenation, there v/as an observed clionge in 
fauna similar to that described above at several sites. At 
sites lc, 2c and 5c th.ere was a large amount of algae growing 
on the substrate and thi.s trapped fine sediments, Hynes (1966) 
notes tliat in v/ell oxygenated waters, mild pollution supplies 
nutrients which result in a change in algal grov/th rather than 
deoxygenation and grov/th of sev/age fvmgus. Tliis results in a 
change in fauna because the algae and settled solids interfere 
with tlie holdfast mechanisms of these anir.-.als, v/hich depenl on 
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smooth clean surfaces. 
It appears, therefore, that the sites lc, 2c and 3c were 
subject to mild pollution only. This is supported by the lack 
of Tubificidae and sev/age fungus at these sites. Brinkhurst and 
Coole (1974) note that althou.-h lumbriculids replace tubificids 
in stony streams, tubificids occur when there is sufficient build 
up of silt and organic matter, due to pollution. These sites v.'ere 
never the less characterised by a marked change in fauna, shov/ing 
that even mild pollution in stony stream.s c?.n have a significant 
effect. 
In summary, tho observed chang'-s in faunal structure at the 
urban sites may be due to: 
(1) The addition of nutrients causing increased algal 
growth and smothering of tho fauna, 
(2) sedimentation, also resulting in sm.othering of 
organisms an.I encouraging burrowing anim.als such 
as oligochaetes, 
(3) occasional deoxygenation due to increased fungal 
growth, removing oxygen dependant animals with slow 
recolonization, 
(4) occasional pollution events such as accidental 
discharge of sewage, as indicated by high coliform 
counts, or runoff from paved areas, resulting in 
increases in solutes. 
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CHAPT:'.'!^ . 7; Gabi:.\L DISCUS3JCH 
One of the features of the Mt. Wellington streer:: fauna, 
evident in Chapter 4, is the altitudinal zonation, particularly 
the presence of a distinct miountain fauna, including Eusthenia 
spp., Heoniphargu^ sp and Anaspides ta.'^Taniae. Hynes (1961) 
also noted that som.e species were confined to the higher 
altitudinal headv/aters of the Afon Hirnant, V/ales, and he 
explained this in terms of food availability and ability to 
maintain position in fast flov/ing conditions. In the r,:t. V/ellint-
ton strca'^is, the zon.ation appears to be due mninly to tlie effects 
of temperature, since site 3a, v/hich has similar vegetation, 
substrate and flcv type, but slightly higher summer temperature 
to sites la, 2a, 4a and 5a, lacks this high altitude fauna. 
Kinshall (I9CS, I969) noted that there was a predominance 
of Plecoptera in the headwaters of Morgan's Creek, Kentucky. 
Hov/ever, the characteristic feature of the higlier altitudes 
of the Kt. Wellington streams is the presence of lieoninhar^us 
sp and Anaspides t-'sp.aniae v/hich do not have counterparts in 
the northern hemiisphere. 
Another notev/orthy feature of the fauna of I.^ t. V/ellington, 
in general, is the high proportion of endemiic species. For 
example, of ti.ie 12 species of llecoptera collected, all are 
confined to Tasmania. I.'.any of the Crustacea of the area are 
also endemic and a further knov/ledge of the other invertebrate 
groups would, doubtless ."ihc.v a hi^li deg.ree of endemicity in these 
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also. 
Neboiss (1977) notes that 74';- of the known Trichoptera of 
Tasmania are endemic. A similar proportion is found in the other 
aquatic insect groups, for example, 82^- endei:icity in the Tasmani.in 
Plecoptera (Hynes, 197G). Heboiss (1977) also found that the 
greatest proportion of endemic Trichoptera occur in the north-
v/est and south-west of Tasmania, This suggests that the 
uniqueness of Tasmanian aquatic .fauna is related to climate, 
since the western part of the state experience high rainfall 
and cool temperatures, while the east is relatively dry and 
warmer. The mountains of the Central Plateau, and the south-east 
including lit. .Vellington sho.v more affinity with the v/est than 
east, in viev/ of their high rainfall. 
Past environmental conditions, such as climate, hnve also 
had an important influence. Heboiss (1977) notes that during 
the last glaciation, when a land bridge joined Tasmania to the 
mainland (and also provided a fresh-v/ater connection betv/een the 
tv/o land masses, ) the climate of tl^ e eastern part of Tasm.ania 
v/as simdlar to that of the south-eastern part of the m.ainland. 
This has resulted in the occurrence of the same species of 
Trichoptera in the tv/o areas, and different species in the 
western part of the state, including the Central Plateau and 
Lit. Wellington. 
In discussing the Plecoptera, Hynes (1976) suggests that tho 
reason why such a small nroportion of species crossed this land 
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bridge betv/een Tasmania and the mainland may be that during 
periods of separation of tie tv/o land masses, the Plecoptera 
faunas evolved separately in Tasmania i?nd the mainland, so that 
when mixing became possible, the niches v/ere mostly filled and 
firmly held. He also considers that the similarity in climate 
betv/een eastern Tasmania and south eastern Australia is importarit 
and notes that the species common to both areas are warm water 
species in Victoria. 
If these theories are cori'ect for the Trichoptera and 
Plecoptera, it is likely that they apply to other insect groups 
and possibly to the non-insect groups also. In fact, V/illiams 
(1973) suggests that the reason for limitation of the present 
distribution of Anaspides tasr'anir^ e to mountain areas of 
Tasmania, is that there is at present a relative scarcity of 
suitable habitats on the mainland and also the differences in 
past and present climates between the tv/o regions. He also 
suggests that the degree of endemicity of the fresh-water 
gamjiiaridean amphipods in Tasmania may be due to the presence 
of more permanent stable fresh waters in Tasmania. 
Although the faunas differ at the species level and in 
some instances at the generic level, (for example, some Plecoptera, 
Hynes, 1976) between Tasmania and the mainland, in r:;ost cases 
the genera are s/iared. In fact, Hynes suggests that there is 
reason to doubt the validity of some generic separations in the 
Plecoptera, e.g. the distinction between the Tasmanian genus 
Sustheni'^ . and the mainland Eus tlieniorsis. 
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The zcogeo.graphy of the Plecoptera, (lilies, I965), the Ephcnerc-
ptera (Bdjnunds, 1972) and the Trichoptera (Poss, I967) 
shows the affinities cf the fresh-v.'ater faunas of Australia, 
South America and Hew Zealand, reflecting previous land connect-
ions between these areas. Hiek (I967) also remarks cn the 
marked similarity between the Ephemeroptera of Australia, New 
Zealand and South America, and IlcLellan (1971) notes that the 
Gripceterygidae, whicli comDrined a lar.^ re portion of the fauna 
collected on I't. Nellin"ten, vvc restricted to Australia, Hoi/ 
Zealand and [^ outh America. 
Hynes (1970, 1970a) notes that the temperate rheophile 
insect fauna shews world-wide uniformity with the same families 
same life formc-^  and often the same genera. Hcwever, isolated 
land masses, such as Australia, often have an impovorished 
fauna, because of dispersal problems, and there is seme dichotomy 
betv/een the fauna of the northern and southern hemispheres. Tliir 
is especially true cf the Plecoptera. Thus, although the fauna 
of the lit, ti/ellin,gton streams is si.milar in appearance to that 
found by Arnold and Ilacan (1973) end Hynes (I96I) in Europe and 
Hughes (1966a) in South Africa, it has few taxonomic affinities 
irith these famias belcv/ the ordinal level. 
Riek (1970) notes the absence in tho southern hemisphere cf 
a wliclc suborder cf the Plecontera, the Perlaria, T.'hich are foiuid 
in the northoi'n hemie;yhero. Tlie Plecoptera chcv; a restricted 
range of distribution, fajnilies being confined either to the 
northe-n or southern temperate i^ -^nos, lilies, (l?-'''" ). The 
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southern hem.isphere families, especially the ^ustheniidae 
are of ancient lineage 3nd lilies (1965) suggests tj-iat the 
Plecoptera probably originated on a continuous southe^ 'n land 
mass, including the present continents Australia, South 
America and Antarctica, and progressively evolved and migrated 
to the northern hemisphere. 
The poor dispers-^l abilities of the Ephemieroptera are 
evident from the restricted Australian fauna and Riek (1970) 
sug,'':ests that most Australian species belong to generalized 
families. This h.?s resulted in the diversification of these 
families in the northern hemisphere. This is particularly 
evident in the Leptophlebiidae, (Edmiunds, 1972), 
This phenomenon has also occurred to a lesser degree 
in the Trichoptera (Riek, 1970) in Australia, where they are 
represented by all but one of the major, more universally 
recognized fam.ilies. However, as Ross (1967) pointed cut 
many elements of the present fauna of Australia, New Zealand 
and temperate South America have not yet been studied in 
relation to the world fauna and this still holds to a large 
extent. 
The taxonomy of the species indicative of pollution is 
poorly known in Australia, however the general effects of 
pollution in the I,:t. Vellington streai.ns appears to be 
similar to that found in the norther'ii hemisplieT-e (e.r. Klein, 
1962, Hynes 1963), with the same families do.minating the 
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fauna in polluted reaches. This study has shown that the 
rheophile fauna is .greatly affected even by mild pollutien, 
such aa that recultin.g from city runoff and stcrm.water drains. 
The diversity indices at all sites irrespective ef pollution, 
were relatively lo;/ compared with the range given by ;/ilhm 
and Dorris (I968) and ;filh;Ti (1970), Hendricks et al. (1974) 
suggests that low indices in clean waters may be due to the 
harsh environment of the stream, that is, high and lev: 
periodic fleers, heavy organic floirs, coarse sandy bottoms etc. 
eliminating a large .number of probable habitats. They suggest 
further that this may result in either very jiardy (sic) 
organisms which T.'ill be able to withstand exposure to pollution 
or on the other hand, the organisms may be in the precarious 
position of being barely able to tolerate the normal conditions 
of tho stream so that they are removed b.y any stress imposed 
by polluticn. 
Because ef the periodic occurrence cf fires and regular 
flooding, tho lit. Wellington sti-eanis can be considered a harsh 
environment. In the lower reaches of the streams apparently 
mild pollution has had a severe effect, so it appears that 
the second proposition of Hendricks et el. (1974) is tho case 
at least in the lower reaches cf these Etrea..';;G. Thus, precauticns 
should be taJvOn in any development that may take place at 
hirher altitudes. 
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Although there are at present no specific plans for tourist 
development on Wt, Uellingtcn, in the past plans have been 
proposed for the building of a hotel and a restaurant at the 
pinnacle. The last plan for a restaui-ant was prcrosed four years 
ago (J, Thompson, I't, 1/ellingtcn Range Sui-vey, personal communic-
ation), ether possible developments include picnic areas, tcilet 
blocks, carparks, paths and roads. Any of these develcpments 
could have deleterious effects on the general ecology of the 
areas, including the fauna of the streams. 
One of the most important problems in the construction of a 
hotel, restaurant or toilet blccks would be tho disposal of 
wastes. Ac Russell and Clarke (1977) point out, the development 
of sewage systems higher up the mountain would be difficult 
and expensive and disncsal of waste material into the 
surrounding streams would cause xmpleasant conditions and 
destroy the fresh-water fauna as it has in the urban sites. 
This would be highly midesirablc especially because cf the 
uniqueness of this fauna. 
An increase in paved areas due to construction of roads, 
car parks and paths would result in increased runoff and 
addition of solutes to the streams of the area, as discussed 
in Chaptei- 6, in respect to the urban sites, 
'Jith -greater number.^ of people vinitin r ]H. ^Vellington, 
thcr.- is groator fire risk. Lake and Knott (1972) note that 
the influence of grazing and firo have caused a rcducticn in 
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the bog area of the ''Jentral FfTLteau, The draiv.age from these 
bogs in the past m.aintained su-^ .mer flov/ in cre-ebs which j.re no-v 
semi-permanent, and, therefore, unsuitable for stream-dv/ellinr 
custaceans and many insects. As horth Vest Day "liver is fed 
from sim.ilar bog areas near the summ.it of .bt. .Vellington, the 
effect of fire and tra-^pling of vegetation by sight-seers, 
v/hich could disturb these bogs, should be kept at a minit;ium 
to preserve themi. ' 
The fauna of the ::t. V.'ellington streams in unique to 
Tasmania. As a mountain res'^rve, close to tlie city, I.'.t V/ell-
ington, therGiore, offers a great deal as a resource for 
biological study, and every attempt should be made to conserve 
it. Prom the information gained in this study, this will 
involve ca.veful planning befoi-e any disturbances are made 
to the surrounding er:vironment. 
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Appendix 1. The Fauna. 
Species lists of invertebrates 
collected in each sample for riffles 
and pools at each site and season. 
All insects are larval forms, except 
where otherwise specified. 
:^:o 
SITE l a . 
1 /3 /77 1 /6 /7? 
R i f f l e Pool R i f f l e Pool 
1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 1 . 2 . 3 , 1 . 
ecta 
jicaeroptera 
j lophlebioides s p l . 7 5 4 2 2 2 3 3 6 
" s p 2 . 1 2 
s p 4 . 3 3 1 2 1 
^tis s p l . 2 
ijoptera 
isthenia cos t a l i s I 1 
ismanopcrla t h a l i a 2 1 5 
larval i s 5 
inotoperla h a r d y i 1 
Egricola 3 1 3 2 
ypturoperla p a r a d o x a 1 
leoptera 
clerccyphon s p , 6 3 3 1 2 
ichoptcr; 
lelicopsychidae 
eptoceridae s p l . 
" Ep2. 
I i i lorhei thr idae s p l . 
Iptera 
Ibironomidae 
luscidae 
li[iml.idae 
rustacea 
mcrrida 
Liaspides t a s m a n i a e 
iphipoda 
neoniphargus s p . 
technida 
iydracurina s p . 
7 1 
1 
1 
13 
2 
2 
c 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 5 1 1 
5 5 
ligochaeta 
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S^ ITE la 
JS 2/8/77 16/9/77 
Kiffle Riffle 
1. 2, 3. 4. 5. 6. 1. 2, 3. 4. 5. 6. 
U jecta 
jheinercptera 
Atalophlebioides s p l , 1 4 3 4 7 1 2 2 
£ P 4 . 2 1 2 2 1 4 5 1 4 1 3 
5C0ptera 
jistlicnia n p e c t a b i l i s 1 
I, coc ta l i s 1 
[asni£Tiopcrla t h a l i a 1 2 1 3 l 
[, larval i s 6 
iiekoperla t r i l o b a 2 1 1 1 
Isrdiopcrla n i g r i f r o n s 1 2 1 1 1 2 5 1 5 
Ifiptoperla v a r i a 1 1 
(leoptera 
iclerocyphon s p . 1 1 1 1 
[Ichoptera 
lieinephilidao 1 
tonoesucidae 1 1 
(ptcra 
[iironoraidae 1 2 3 1 4 
iynbiccladus 1 
luscidae 1 
iiraulidae 2 7 3 1 
jlephariceridae 7 
tustacea 
fncarida 
Inaspides t a s m a n i a e 1 1 2 1 
iphipoda 
leoniphargT-Ts s p . 3 2 2 3 1 1 2 
ligochaeta 1 2 2 1 
JATS 
;TT-; lb , 8 2 
31/5/77 
R i f i l e Pool 
3 . 1 , 2 , 3 . 1 . 2 , 3 . 
1/3/77 
R i f f l e 
1 , 2 , 3 . ^ . 5. 
Poc l 
1 . 2 
fAXA 
jnsecta 
jpljemcroptera 
Ah'.lophlebiei.des s p l , 3 3 1 2 4 ^ 
^ •• s p 2 . 6 1 2 4 5 4 5 2 2 6 
s p 3 . 2 1 1 2 
I f 
jaet is s p l 
5p4. 1 
2 1 3 2 4 1 1 
p 2 . 2 3 2 1 3 1 
i t a l o p h l e b i a s p l . 
•' s p 2 . 1 2 
Tasmanocoenis s p . 1 
lasmanophlebia s p . 1 
1 1 1 
plecoptera 
Eusthenia s p e c t a b i l i s 
E, c c s t a l i s 
TaGmanoperla l a r v a l i s 
l ep toper la v c r i a 
Cardioperla n i ' ; T i f r o n s 
1 2 1 1 
2 2 2 4 1 1 1 
1 1 2 
9 13 6 4 3 1 2 1 5 
1 4 1 
Trichoptera 
Hydrorsychidae s p l . 
' " s p 2 , 
Rhyacophi l idae s p l , 
" s p 2 . 
Stenopsychidae s p l , 
•' s p 2 , 
Pli i lopotamidae '' Q 1 11 
GloESOscmatidae -j^ g 
Hel icopsychidae 
Concesucidao 
Leptocer idae s p l . i •> /i "^  1 1 1 
^P2- 1 3 4 1 ^ ^ 
• I : p 3 . 
Limnephi l idae 
Diptera 
Chircnc.midae 
Muscidae 
Cul ic idae 
Crustacea 
Amphipoda 
neoniphargus sp. 
Arachnid.'! 
Hydracrrina sp* 
Cligochreta 
2 
5 
2 2 1 
3 3 
2 3 
1 3 
21 
38 43 41 
1 
5 
2 
1 
1 
4 
4 
3 
4 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
42 48 
1 
1 
7 
1 
2 
1 1 
1 
Riekoperla t r i l o b a , , 
Tr inotcpcr la h a r d y i ^ , 
T. zwicki 
T, a g r i c o l a 
Coleoptera 
Sclerccyphon t p , 
Helminthidae 
7 7 124 4 10 13 32 52 12 
3 2 
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DATS 
SITE lb 
29/1/11 
Riffle 
1. 2. 3. 
16/9/77 
Riffle 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 
Im 
Insecta 
Ephemeroptera 
Ata lopblebio ic 
II 
II 
•1 
Bretio c p 2 . 
Tasmanocoenis 
i e s 
sp 
s p l . 
s p 2 . 
s p 3 . 
s p 4 . 
• 
plecoptera 
Eusthenia spectabilis 
£, coctalis 
Leptoperla varia 
Riekcpcrla triloba 
Cardioperla ni.grifrons 
Trinotoperla zi%'icki 
T. hardyi 
Coleoptera 
Sclerocyphon sp. 
Trichoptera 
Glossoscmatidae flarvae) 
" (pupae) 
Helicopsychidae 
Hydroptilidae sp4. 
Limnephilidae 
Leptoceridae spl. 
Conoesucidae 
Hydropsychidae spl. 
" sp2. 
Rhyacophilidae spl. 
" Ep2. 
Stenopsych idae 
Diptera 
Chironcmid', e 
C u l i c i d r e 
Muscidc. e 
T i p u l i d a e 
Crustacea 
Amphipoda 
neon ipha rgus 
C l igochco ta 
I'lollusca 
Pot rmopyrgas s p . 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
5 
1 
3 
2 
1 
8 
4 
1 
4 
7 
1 
1 
1 
2 
8 
2 
7 
2 
2 
1 
4 
18 
2 
5 
6 
2 
1 
2 
4 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
7 
3 
5 1 7 3 1 
20 8 34 9 21 19 
21 1 13 2 19 
1 2 1 1 1 
1 1 
14 12 14 13 38 6 
2 2 
1 
1 1 7 1 3 
1 3 
1 
1 1 1 
3 16 14 7 14 6 
1 1 
1 
2 1 
1 4 3 
1 2 3 1 
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DATE 
SITE l c , 
l/}>/ll 
R i f f l e 
1 . 2 , 3 . 4 . 5 . 
11/5/11 
R i f f l e 
1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 
Ti..U 
Trsecta 
Ephemeroptera 
Atalophcbioic 
II 
II 
n 
Baetis spl. 
" sp2. 
Atalophlobia 
ies 
sp 
spl 
sp2 
sp3 
sp4 
• 
Tasmanocoenis s p . 
p i e c o p t c r a 
Tasmanoperla 
R i e k c p c r l a t r i l o b a 
T r i n o t o p e r l a zvricki 
Coleoptera 
Sc le rocyphon s p . 
43 3 20 
12 15 15 
6 
5 2 2 
1 4 
1 
1 1 
3 
1 
10 
10 
3 
11 
6 
2 
1 
6 
2 
2 
3 1 
2 11 
1 1 
9 4 
6 
1 9 4 
2 1 
3 5 1 2 
Trichoptera 
Hydroptilidae spl. 
sp2. 
Hydrosychidae spl. 
•• sp2. 
Rhyacophilid&e sp,2 
Helicopsychidae 
Conoesucidae 
Leptoceridae spl. 
sp3. 
Limnephilidc'e 
Philorheithridae spl. 
" sp2. 
" sp3. 
1 
5 
3 
3 
19 
5 
1 
2 
15 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
2 
5 
6 
6 
3 
2 
3 1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
10 
1 
6 
1 
10 
2 2 2 
3 6 
3 
2 
20 22 
Diptera 
Chironomidae 
hUEcidee 
Ci i l i c idae 
S imul idae 
Arachnida 
Hydraca r ina 
O l i g o c h a e t a 
JIolluscci 
,Potcamcp;vT:'gUG 
3 4 
1 
3 2 
501 455 210 106 140 1 2 5 
85 
pATiS 
TA^(A 
jnsocta 
Eniphemeroptcra 
Atalopl 
Baetis 
II 
\ l eb lo ides 
II 
II 
II 
c p l . 
sp2 . 
s p l . 
Bp2. 
s p 3 . 
sp4 . 
SITE 
29/7/77 
R i f f l e 
1 . 2 . 3 . 
3 
2 4 1 
1 5 
2 1 
l c 
4 . 
3 
1 
« 
5 . 6. 
2 2 
1 
1 
1 
16/9/77 
R i f f l e 
1 , 2, 3 , 4 . 5 . 6 
6 1 12 
11 8 17 8 24 14 
9 15 13 10 16 14 
6 4 4 2 13 2 
1 7 2 10 16 2 
5 6 9 6 4 
plecoptera 
Tasmanoperla l a r v a l i s 1 
Binotoperla s p , 2 2 1 1 1 
Riekoperla t r i l o b a 2 1 6 1 
Cardioperla ni. 'grifrcns 1 1 
Leptoperla v a r i a 2 
Coleoptera 
Sclerocyphon s p . 1 2 1 1 5 4 2 6 3 
.Helminthidr.e 1 
Helodidae 1 1 
Trichoptera 
P h i l o r h e i t h r i d a e sp.l . 2 3 1 1 2 
Hydroesychidae s r l . 1 1 2 
E p 2 , 1 
Helicopsychidae 8 4 3 2 1 1 
Limnephilidae 5 5 2 2 
Rhyacophilidae sp2 . 1 1 1 
Diptera 
Chironomidae 3 
Tipulidre 1 
DJigochaeta 4 2 2 1 
PATS 
Inr-ccta 
Eophcmoroptera 
Atalophlebioides s n l , 
sp2 , 
s p 4 . 
I I 
11 
piecoptcra 
Tp.smanoperla t h o l i a 
T, l a r v a l ir; 
Cardioperla n igTi f rons 
Trinotoperla hardyi 
T, a g r i c o l a 
Coleoptera 
Sclerocyphon s p , 
Trichopter?) 
Ilydroptilidc'O sp3 , 
Conoesucidae 
Leptoceridae Ep2. 
Diptera 
Chironomidae 
Muscidae 
Crustacea 
Syncarida 
Anaspides tas;-ianiae 
ATiphipoda 
Neoniphc.rg-us s p , 
Oligochaeta 
SITE 2a, 
4 /3/77 
R i f f l e 
1 . 2 , 3 . 4. 
86 
3 3 
1 1 
6 4 2 
4 
2 2 10 6 
36 45 6 
2 
13 2 4 
2 
8 
31/5/77 
R i f f l e 
1 . 2, 3 . 4. 
13 
3 2 
1 7 8 4 
3 4 4 
1 3 
1 1 
4 49 12 15 
2 3 
4 3 
1 6 1 3 
2 3 1 2 
SITE 2a , 
DATE 1 /8 /77 1 3 / 9 / 7 7 
R i f f l e R i f f l e 
1 , 2 . 3 , 4 , 5 . 1 . 2 , 3 . 4 . 5 . 6 . 
TA"'.A 
jnfjecta 
Bphemeror tora 
Ata loph l ob i c ider : s p l , 1 
s p 4 . 2 3 9 29 6 6 11 11 1 4 
p l e c o p t e r a 
Tasmcuoperla t h a i i s 5 I I 5 I 4 5 8 3 7 2 
C a r d i c p o r l a n i g r i f r c n s 11 3 6 12 1 7 7 6 10 5 
L e p t o p e r l a v a r i a 3 2 2 5 4 
T r i c h o p t e r a 
L imneph i l i dae 23 57 H 25 I6 I 5 9 20 2 11 12 
L e p t o c e r i d a e s p l , 1 
H y d r o p t i l i d a e s p l . 1 2 1 3 1 
Diptera 
Chironomidae 3 1 1 1 1 8 
Muscidae I 4 4 5 4 1 2 2 
C u l i c i d a e 1 
Crus tacea 
Amphipoda 
n e o n i p h a r g u s s p , 1 5 21 2 4 5 20 4 3 
O l igochae t a 1 1 2 3 12 1 
87 
88 
SIT.:^ 2 b , 
5 / 3 / 7 7 1 8 / 5 / 7 7 
R i f f l e Pool R i f f l e Pool 
1 . 2 . 3 , 4 . 1 , 2 . 3 . 4 . 1 . 2 . 3 . 1 . 2 , 3 . 
Si 
sect-
a e r o p t e r a 
tjlopblebio: des s p l . 2 1 2 1 5 1 1 1 2 4 1 3 
o p 2 , 3 2 2 4 5 12 1 4 2 8 
B P 3 . 2 2 6 3 8 
s p 4 , 1 
jctis s p l , 2 8 1 1 1 
(jlophlebia s p , 1 
I I 
It 
I I 
jcoptera 
jgthcnia s p e c t a b i l i s 
^ costal i s 
jsmanoperla l a r v a l i s 
jrdioperla n i g r i f r c n s 
iekoperla t r i l o b a 
finotoperla s v i c h i 
(leoptera 
jjlninthidae 
.jcboptera 
lydropr.ychidao s p l , 
IhyacoTihilidae s p l , 
Itcnopr^ychidae 
lossosomatidac 
i l icopsychidae 
lonoocucidae 
eptoceridae s p l . 
" s p 2 , 
" s p 3 . 
1 
2 2 
8 
4 
1 
5 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 1 1 
'P4. 
I i i l o rhe i th r idae sp^ . 1 
.jptera . 
Cliironcmidae 2 2 1 7 
Irustacea 
iiiip.hipoda 
neoniphargus 
Ijochreta _ 2 
oMuGca 
Potanopyrgus s p , 1 
1 
2 1 2 
3 7 
1 2 
5 1 1 12 2 2 
3 3 
2 10 
89 
PATF-
T;J.A 
Incccta 
Sphomeroptora 
A t a l o p h l e b i o i d e s s p l . 
Ep2, 
B P 3 . 
Bp4. 
Baetis s p . 
p iecop tc ra 
Uusthenia c o s t a l i s 
Riekoper la t r i l o b a 
Ca rd iope r l a n i .^ - r i f rcns 
L c r t o n e r l a v a r i a 
s 
26/7/77 
R i f f l 
1 . 2 . 
3 
2 
1 
4 
1 
•^ 
3. 
4 
1 
1 
3 
ITE 
4. 
3 
4 
1 
3 
2b 
5. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
• 
6 . 
1 
2 
1 
1 
15/9/77 
R i f f l 
1 . 2 . 
4 1 
2 
1 
1 1 
1 
1 15 
2 
D 
3. 
3 
1 
1 
2 
4 . 
3 
1 
1 
5. 
2 
2 
3 
6 
2 
2 
1 
T r i n o t o p e r l a z i r i c k i 
Tr ichopte ra 
Li rancphi l id re 
Conoesucidae 
Glcssoscmnt idae ( l a r v r 
" (pupae 
Rhyacoph i l idae s p 2 . 
Hydropsychid^'.e s p l . 
" s p 2 . 
Tas imi idae 
Diptera 
Chironomidae 
T i p u l i d a e 
C u l i c i d a e 
Crustecea 
Amphipoda 
neon ipha rgus s p . 
o) 
0 
1 
10 
5 
1 
1 
1 
3 
24 
6 
1 
6 
4 
4 
2 
I 
1 
1 
12 
1 
2 
1 
7 11 4 9 
2 4 1 2 1 
1 11 9 1 13 
2 4 7 
1 2 
1 
1 
3 2 
2 
1 
1 
O l igochae t a 1 1 
90 
SIT'I 2c, 
DATd 28/2/77 30/5/77 
R i f f l e Pool R i f f l e Pcol 
1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 5 . 1 . 2, 3 . 4 . 5 . 1 . 2, 3 . 1 . 2, 3 . 
T/7vA 
Insecta 
Ephemeroptera 
Atalophlcbio: 
II 
II 
Baetis s p l . 
" sp2. 
Atalophlebia 
plecoptera 
Tasmanoperla 
.des s p l . 
sp2. 
sp3. 
s p . 
Cardioperla nigr i f rons 
Trinotoperla hrrdyi 
1 
1 1 
1 3 1 
1 
d e 5 3 1 1 1 1 
Coleoptera 
Sclerocypihon sp 1 
Trichoptera 
Hydropt i l idae sp2 . 1 
Hydropsychidae s p l , 1 2 
Ehyacophilideie s r l , 1 ' 2 
s p 3 . 1 1 2 1 3 1 
Helicopsychidae 1 
Leptoceridae s p l , 1 
Diptera 
Chironomidae 3 8 2 1 2 1 
Iluscidae 1 
Tipul idae 1 1 
Arachnida 
Hydracarina 2 2 
Oligochaeta 
Lumbriculidae 28 33 18 21 11 23 12 45 20 15 14 6 8 14 17 
Other 1 6 2 4 1 1 2 12 1 3 
9 
SIT^!! 2 c . 
DATE 2 6 / 7 / 7 7 1 ^ 9 / 7 7 
R i f f l e Rif f . le 
1 . 2 , 3 . 4 , 5 . 6, 1 . 2 . 3 . A. 5 . 6 
TAJCA 
I n s e c t ; 
Ephemerop te ra 
A t a l o p h l e b i o i d e s STJI . 3 1 2 1 
s p 3 . 1 1 
" Ep4, 1 1 1 1 
B a e t i s s p 2 , 7 6 11 3 3 6 
P i e c o p t c r a 
T a s n a n o p o r l a l a r v a l i ; - , 1 
C a r d i o p e r l a 1 20 1 1 
Rie . ' :oper la t r i l o b a 1 4 15 
Tasriic n o c e r a b i f r s c i . - t a 1 1 1 
C o l e o p t e r a 
S c l e r c c y p h o n s p , 1 
T r i c h o p t e r a 
G l o s s o s c m a t i d a e 1 
C don toc e r i dae 1 
R h y a o o p h i l i d r o s p 2 , 2 1 1 1 
Hydropsye l i idae Ep2, 1 1 
Diptera 
Chironomidae 
Tipulidae 
Culicidacj 
0ligochaeta 
Lumbriculidae 
Other 
Mollxtsca 
Pota;nop;;/rgus 
Bulinus £:p, 
Pettancylur: s 
np. 
1". 
5 
12 
13 
4 
6 
1 
1 
15 
2 
20 
1 
1 
40 
4 
5 
6 
1 
6 
4 
8 
20 
7 
9 
1 
12 
3 
3 
5 
8 
1 
2 
31 
1 
1 
8 
1 
1 
24 
1 
6 
1 
1 
4 
1 
2 
7 
1 
5 
1 
5 
8 
1 
4 
92 
DAT3 
TAX A 
Insoc t r ; 
T'lnlicrei-optera 
Atr IcTihebioide.-, r ^ l . 
cp2. 
Baetis spl, 
sp2, 
Atalophlebia sp, 
Plecoptera 
Eusthenia spectabilis 
E, costalis 
Tasmanoperla larvalis 
Cardioperla nigrifrons 
Trinotoperla agricola 
Coleoptera 
Sclerocyphon sp, 
Helodidae 
Helminthidae 
Trichoptera 
Rhyacophilidae sp2, 
Glossosomatidae 
Helicopsychidae 
"Leptoceridae spl, 
" sp4. 
Philorheithridae spl. 
Limnephilidae 
Diptera 
Chironomidae 
Muscidae 
Tipulidae 
Simulidae 
Arachnida 
Hydracarina 
ZJTZ 3c , 
2 / 3 / 7 7 
R i f f l e Pool 
1 . 2 . 3 . 1 . 2 , 3. 
2 
1 
1 1 
9 
4 1 
1 2 
5 7 2 
2 1 
1 1 
2 7 / 5 / 7 7 
R i f f l e Pool 
1 . 2 , 3 . 1 . 2 , 3 . 
7 3 3 
2 1 
2 
2 
2 3 7 
1 
4 
2 2 
2 
7 
2 
3 3 
11 5 5 
1 2 2 
1 
1 
2 1 
1 
29 9 
1 1 
4 7 1 1 
6 
Oligochaeta 
93 
_SITJ 3a, 
DATE 27/7/77 14/9/77 
Riffle Riffle 
1. 2, 3. 4. 5. 6, 1. 2, 3. 4. 5. 6. 
TAXA 
Insecta 
i]pheraeroptera 
Atalophlebioides 
•1 
II . 
II 
Baetis cpl. 
spl. 
sp2. 
sp3. 
8p4, 
1 
1 
1 6 2 1 6 
5 1 1 1 
1 2 1 
1 1 1 5 
1 5 
7 1 2 1 
1 1 4 
M 
2 2 
1 2 
1 1 
P l ecop te r a 
Eusthenia s p e c t a b i l i s 3 
Tasmanopcrlci 
T. l a r v a l i s 
Card ioper la n i g r i f r c n s 
Riekoper la t r i l o b a 
T r inope r l a zwicki 
Coleoptea-a 
Helminthidae 2 1 
Helodidae 2 1 
Tr ichop te ra 
Glossosomatidae ( l a rvae ) 3 7 1 10 1 13 9 41 27 8 10 5 
" (pupae) 14 2 
Hel icopsychidae 1 3 1 4 1 
Limnephil idae 1 5 1 1 
Conoesucidae 1 1 
Tasimidae 5 2 1 2 
Hydropsycliidee sp2, 1 1 
Rhyacophil idae 3p2, 1 
Leptocer idae Ep2, 1 
Calaraatoceridae 1 
10 4 23 1 1 7 2 
1 
Diptera 
Chironomidae 
Tipulidae 
Ceratopogonidae 
Muscidae 
Simulidae 
Blephariceridae 
Crustacea 
Amphipoda 
Neoniphargus sp. 
Oligochaeta 
50 
1 
1 
20 
3 
7 
1 
1 
2 
1 1 2 3 
2 2 
SIT.-: 3b 94 
m^ 
TA7vA 
Insecta 
Ephemeroptera 
Atalophlebioides spl. 
Gp2, 
Baetis spl. 
" sp2. 
Atalophlebia sp. 
Tasmanophlobia sp. 
plecoptera 
Eusthenia costalis 
Tasmanoperla thr.lia 
T. Icrvalis 
Cardioperla nigrifron 
Trinotoperla stricki 
Coleoptera 
Sclerocyphon sp. 
Helminthidae 
Trichoptera 
Hydroptilidae sp2. 
Hydropsych.-.di.e spl. 
" Bp2. 
Philorheithridae sp2. 
" r-T-i •; 
op^. Rhyccophilidae ST)2. 
Ep3. 
Philopotanidae 
Helicopsychidae 
Conoesucidae 
Leptoceridae spl. 
•• Ep2, 
sp3. 
Limnephilidae 
Diptera 
Chironomidae 
Culicidre 
Tipulidae 
2/3/77 
Riffl 
1. 
1 
c* 
2 
2 
2 
4 
1 
2. 
2 
1 
4 
4 
2 
20 
1 
e 
3. 
1 
1 
1 
3 
3 
4 
14 
9 
17 
1 
4 
Pool 
1. 
2 
2 
1 
1 
8 
2, 
2 
5 
1 
2 
6 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3. 
2 
4 
3 
32 
29 
Ri 
1. 
4 
1 
1 
1 
2 
4 
8 
1 
/5/ 
ffl 
2, 
2 
1 
7 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
77 
e 
3. 
1 
3 
1 
7 
3 
4 
2 
1 
9 
4 
1 
Pool 
1. 2, 
1 2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
I 
1 
23 10 
1 
3 
6 
1 
4 
ATc'clinida 
Hydracarina sp, 
Oligochaeta 
Lumbriculidre 3 75 10 9 12 23 10 2 12 4 3 3 
I'ollusca 
Potciri'.or;rr aiB st). 8 13 5 11 9 15 11 
95 
DATi 
SIT'C 3 b . 
2 7 / 7 / 7 7 1 5 / 9 / 7 7 
R i f f l e r?iff.le 
1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 5 . 6 . 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 5 . 5 , 
I n s e c t a 
Eph£^ .r.T e r o p t or a 
A t a l o p h l e b i c i d e s ' s p l , 
II 
II 
II 
II 
B o e t i s s p l . 
" s p 2 . 
s p 2 . 
E P 3 . 
sp4 . 
sp5 . 
P l e c o p t e r a 
Tasr.ir.nop : v l a 1 err vr 1 i r. 
liickoporl.-.' t r i l o b a 
Lep t cpc r l t . v c r i a 
D i n o t c p e r l a s p . 
2 1 5 1 10 23 6 
1 5 3 5 
1 3 1 1 1 6 7 7 17 5 3 18 
3 3 
5 8 8 2 4 
2 2 1 3 2 13 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 1 2 
2 1 1 
1 
Co leop t e r a 
Sc l e r ccyphon s p , 
Helrr;inthi(.': 0 
3 3 3 6 
2 1 2 1 3 
5 2 9 
3 2 
Tric.'Iioptcrr 
Lir.mcphilic- ' c 
H e l i c o p s y c h i d a e 
L e p t o c e r i d a e s p 3 . 
P h i l o r h e i t h r i d a e s p 1 , 
sp2 . 
" sp4 . 
G los sosomat idae 
R h y a c o p h i l i d o c s p 2 , 
Hydropsychidae s p l . 
s p 2 , 
s p 3 . 
Ecnomidae 
Tasmiidae 
I I 
48 15 48 18 7 31 4 37 3 9 11 6 
1 1 2 2 8 
11 
1 
1 2 
1 
1 
1 1 
3 4 2 
2 2 1 
22 5 2 
2 
2 
1 1 1 1 
1 
1 1 1 
D i p t e r a 
Chironomidae 
JIuscidae 
Cera topongon idae 
1 1 2 2 1 
1 
1 
4 2 
C l i g o c h c e t a 
L u m b r i c u l i d a e 
O t h e r 
7 5 3 18 13 48 4 19 13 3 12 
1 3 2 4 2 15 2 1 11 2 
I l o l l u s c a 
Pot.araopyrgT-iE 
P e t t a n c y l u s 
3 1 11 2 5 8 3 3 2 
1 
3 7 
96 
DATE 
SITE 3 c , 
2 / 3 / 7 7 2 7 / 5 / 7 7 
R i f f l e Pool R i f f l e Pco l 
1 . 2 , 3 . 1 , 2 , 3 . 1 . 2 , 3 . 1 , 2 , 3, 
TAXA 
I n c e o i t 
Bpbcmorontera 
A t a l o p h l e b e s sp 
B a e t i s s p 2 , 
plecoptera 
Cardioperla nigrifrons 
Trinotoperla zificki 
Coleoptera 
Dytiscidae 
Helminthidae 
1 1 1 6 10 3 
1 
Triclioptera 
Hydropt i l idae sp2, 
P h i l c r i i c i t h r i d a e cpl 
Limnephilidae 
Stenopsychidae 
Leptoceridae sp2 . 
2 5 1 5 
1 
3 1 
Diptera 
Chircncmidae 
Culicidae 
Muscidae 
Ceratopogonidr.e 
Oligochaeta 
Lumbriculidre 
e the r 
186 ISO 120 170 115 70 8 
10 16 6 6 1 2 1 
5 1 2 2 1 
1 
33 53 31 16 51 35 50 16 45 55 22 13 
2 4 2 1 
97 
oITJ 3c. 
DATE 27/7/77 14/9/77 
Riffle Riffle 
1. 2. 3. 4. 1, 2, 3. 4. 5. 6, 
TAXA 
Insecta 
Ephemeroptera 
Baetis Gp2, 1 1 
Plecoptera 
Leptoperla varia 1 
Riekoperla triloba 1 1 
Cardioperla nigrifrons 4 
Trichoptera 
Rhyacophilidae Ep2, 1 1 
Diptera 
Chironomidae 7 6 11 I5 21 14 26 4 12 7 
Culicidae 1 4 6 3 3 2 1 
Muscidae 4 
Cligcchaeta 
Lumbriculidae 65 40 26 60 80 50 60 30 30 40 
Other 2 6 6 5 4 
98 
DATE 
SJT'J 4a, 
2/-i/ll 
Riffle 
1, 2, 3. 
26/5/77 
Riffle 
1, 2, 3. 
Pool 
1. 2. 3. 
T;!XA 
Insecta 
Ephemeroptera 
Att'lophlebicides spl. 
" sp2. 
Plecoptera 
Eusthenia costrlis 
Tasmanoperla thr-'lia 
Cardioperla nigrifrcns 
1 1 5 
6 
1 1 
1 2 6 
Coleoptera 
Sclerocyphon sp, 
Trichoptera 
Philorheithridae spl. 
Conoesucidae 
Diptera 
Chironomidc.:e 
1 4 1 
3 
1 
3 3 1 
5 3 
1 
7 
3 
2 1 
2 1 
C r u s t a c e a 
Sync<.:rida 
Anasp ides t a s m a n i a e 4 1 2 3 
Amphipoda 
n e o n i p h a r g u s s p . 2 1 9 
99 
DATE 
lAXAv 
Insecta 
Ephemeroptera 
Atalophlebioides spl, 
" Bp2, 
" sp4.-
Plecoptera 
Eusthenia spectabilis 
Tasmanoperla thalia 
Leptoperla varia 
Cardicporla nigrifrons 
Si 
1/8/77 
Riffle 
1. 2. 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
3 
2 
T : 
) 
3. 
2 
1 
1 
2 
4r 
4. 
1 
2 
2 
2 
* 
5. 
2 
1 
2 
3 
6. 
3 
8 
12 
14/9/77 
Riffle 
1. 2. 3. 
1 
5 
1 
2 
1 
8 
4 
3 
3 
4. 
6 
1 
1 
5. 
3 
1 
6. 
2 
1 
Coleoptera 
Sclerocyphon sp. 7 8 4 3 1 4 9 1 1 1 
Helminthidae 1 
Helodidae 1 
Hygrobiidae (adult) 1 
Trichoptera 
Limnephilidae 
Conoesucidae 
Philoheithridae spl. 
Dipterc 
Chironomidae 
Culicidae 
Tipulidae 
Ceratopogonidae 
Crustacea 
Syncaria 
Anaspides tasraeniae 
Amphipoda 
Keoniphargus sp. 
Oligochaeta 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
11 
1 
5 
3 
3 
1 
39 
8 
1 
2 
14 
1 
2 
1 
3 18 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
4 
100 
SITS 
Dx\TE 
TAXA 
Incecta 
Ephemeroptera 
Atalophlebioides snl. 
" Bp2, 
sp3. 
sp4. 
Atalophlebes sp 
Baetis spl. 
" r.n2. 
4b, 
4/3/77 
Riffle 
1. 2, 3. 
1 
1 1 
2 
3 4 5 
2 
Pool 
1. 2, 
3 2 
6 
1 5 
26/5/77 
Riffle 
1. 2, 3. 
1 
2 
1 1 1 
Pool 
1, 2. 
3 1 
6 1 
1 
1 
3. 4 
2 1 
1 
3 
Tasmanocoenis s p , 
Tasraanophlebia s p . 
P l ecop te r a 
Eus thenia s p e c t a b i l i s 
Tasmancpc2'l.? I f r ^ ' - l i s 
Card ioper la n i .gr i f rons 
Riekoperle t r i l c b a 
Leptoper la v a r i a 
T r i n o t o p e r l a zvricki 
Coleoptera 
Helminthidee 
Helodi(h-e 
Sclerocyphon s p . 
1 
2 
1 1 
1 
1 2 1 
2 4 
1 2 
1 1 
Trichoptera 
Glossosomatidae 
Leptoceridae sp2. 
" spl. 
Limnephilidae 
Philorlaeithridae sp2. 
Conoesucidae 
Hydropryehidao spl. 
" sp2. 
Rhyacophilidae sp2. 
Helccopsychidae 
Diptera 
Chironomidae 
Fuscidae 
Simulidae 
11 
2 
4 
4 
16 
1 
1 
1 1 
1 
4 
2 
3 
1 
1 
9 
3 
2 
15 13 
2 2 2 
Crustacea 
/jnphiT'oda 
ITeoniphcr'oas s p . 
C l igochae ta 
lamibriculidae 
e t h e r 
l.OllUSCcl 
Potamcp;;/Tgus sp, 
8 6 
4 1 
2 7 1 
101 
DATE 
VAXA 
Incecta 
Ephemeroptera 
Atalophlebioi 
It 
II 
Baetis spl. 
. " sp2. 
Plecoptera 
-des spl. 
sp2. 
sp3. 
Eusthenia spectabilis 
Tasmanoperla 1arvali s 
Cardioperla nigrifrcns 
Sri'.^  4b 
25/7/77 
Riffle 
1. 2. 3. 
3 18 
2 5 
1 1 
2 
1 
• 
4. 
1 
1 
5. 
3 
1 
8 
6, 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
13/9/77 
Riffle 
1. 2. 3. 
2 1 
11 20 10 
5 7 5 
10 13 7 
6 2 2 
1 
. 4. 
14 
11 
6 
4 
1 
5-
3 
11 
7 
3 
6 
1 
6 
7 
21 
5 
3 
3 
1 
Riekoper la t r i l o b a 1 4 2 1 1 
T r i n o t o p e r l a zwicki 8 5 
Coleoptera 
Helodidae 1 2 2 
Sclerocyphon s p . 2 
Helminthidae 3 1 1 1 
Dyt i sc idae ( a d u l t ) 1 
Tr ichop te ra 
Glossosomatidae ( l a rvae ) 15 14 12 15 22 33 1 14 19 3 6 
•• (pupae) 1 55 H 
Hel icoptychidae 31 2 2 12 1 3 24 13 
Leptccer idae sp2 . 2 7 2 4 2 6 1 2 2 6 
Limnephil idae 2 1 3 3 
P h i l o r h e i t h r i d c e s p l . 1 
Hydropsychidae s p l , 6 6 4 1 2 2 
" sp2 , 2 
" s p 3 . 8 
Rhyaoophilidae sp2 , 1 1 
Dip te ra 
Chironomidae I I 6 4 I 3 5 3 2 1 6 
Tipul idae 1 2 1 2 
Simulidae 2 1 
Muscidae 1 
Ceratopogonidae 1 
Ol igochaeta ^ 5 1 2 3 2 1 1 6 
Mollusca 
Potamopyxgus sp . 1 1 1 1 
102 
DATE 
SITE 4e, 
25/7/77 13/9/77 
R i f f l e R i f f l e 
1 . 2, 3 . 4 . 5 . 6, 1 . 2, 3 . 4 , 5 . 6. 
TAXA 
Insecta 
Ephemeroptera 
Atalophlebioides sp2, 
sp3. 
Baetis spl, 
sp2. 
Plecoptera 
Tasmanoperla larvalis 
Riekoperla trilcba 
Trinotoperla zi-'icki 
Dinotcperla sp. 
3 9 3 3 
17 11 1 5 9 7 
6 2 2 1 7 1 
3 1 
1 
8 17 19 14 12 14 
10 7 8 8 10 5 
2 3 1 1 
2 4 3 3 1 2 
Coleoptera 
Helodidae 
Heliainthidae 
Sclerocyphon s p . 
1 1 
Trichoptera 
Gloscosofiiatidae 
Helicopsychidae 
Limnerihilidae 
Leptoceridae sp 
Philorheithridr 
Rhyacophilidae 
Hydropsychidae 
11 
Diptera 
Chironomidae 
Simulidae 
Tipulidae 
Crustace 
Amphipoda 
Paracalliope sp 
2. 
e spl. 
sp2. 
spl, 
sp3. 
• 
2 
1 
1 
5 
7 
2 
1 
3 
1 
4 
3 1 
5 
2 
4 
3 
7 
1 
1 
4 
7 
1 
7 
3 
8 
3 
6 
3 
3 
1 
2 1 
1 
2 
1 
Cli / rochaeta 1 4 1 1 2 1 
Mollusca 
Potamopyrgus sp, 2 Z 
103 
SITM 5a , 
DATE 8 / 8 / 7 7 
ABCVE .^ALIS / B'.:IC-.J FALLS + 
1 . 2 , 3 . 4 , 5 , 6 , 1 , 2 , 3 . 4 . 5-
TAXA 
I n s e c t a 
Ephemerop t e r a 
A t a l o p h l e b i o i d e s s p l , 1 2 2 
s p 2 . 1 
" s p 4 . 2 3 1 1 
s p 5 , 1 3 3 1 1 2 1 
P l e c o p t e r a 
E u s t h e n i a s p e c t a b i l i s 3 1 
Tasmanoper la t h a l i a 1 
C a r d i o p e r l a n i g r i f r c n s 3 5 2 2 3 1 2 8 9 
L e p t o p e r l a v a r i a 2 1 2 1 4 3 
1 
T r i c h o p t e r a 
H e l i c o p s y c h i d a e 3 
Conoesucid/ ie 1 
D i p t e r a 
Chi ronomidae 1 
O l i g o c h a e t a 1 1 
// 1 sample w i t h no a n i m a l s 
+ 2 samples v;ith no a n i m a l s 
I:: 4 
DATE 
TAXv. 
Insecta 
Ephemeroptera 
Atalophlebioid 
II 
II 
Baetis spl. 
" sp2. 
Plecoptera 
Eusthenia spec 
E. costalis 
es 
ta 
spl. 
Ep2, 
sp3. 
bills 
SITE 5b. 
6/3/77 
Riffle 
1. 2. 3. 
1 
1 1 
1 2 1 
1 11 5 
3 
1 
2 2 3 
Pool 
1. 
3 
2 
1 
2. 
2 
1 
7 
1 
3. 
7 
9 
2 
1 
30/5/77 
Ri 
1. 
2 
1 
2 
2 
ffl 
3 
3 
1 
D 
3. 
3 
4. 
2 
Pocl 
1. 2. 
2 26 
5 
2 
3. 
14 
1 
1 
1 
Tasmanoperla Icrvalis 1 3 1 1 
Cardioperla nigrifrons 2 1 
Trinotoperla awicki 3 1 14 
Coleoptera 
Sclerocyphon sp, 1 1 3 
Trichoptera 
Glossosomatidae 3 2 6 5 2 
Leptoceridae Ep2, 5 
" EF3. 4 2 2 1 
LimnephilidciO 1 16 26 1 
Helicopsychidae 1 
Rhyacophilidae spl, 1 1 
Hydropsychidae spl. 3 1 9 5 
" sp2. 1 
Diptera 
Chironomidae 1 2 1 27 3 
Culicidae 1 
Muscidae 1 
Oligochaeta 1 
Molusca 
Potamopyrgus sp, 1 
105 
SITS 5b. 
DATE 30/7/77 12/9/77 
Riffle Riffle 
1. 2, 3. 4. 5. 6, 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 
Insecla 
Ephemeroptera 
Atalophlebioides 
1) 
II 
Baetis spl. 
•• C i T l P . 
S p l , 
sp2. 
sp3. 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 1 
1 
Plecoptera 
Eusthenia spectabilis 1 1 2 
Tasmanoeorla larvalis 1 1 1 2 
Riekoperla triloba 
Leptoperla varia 
Cardioperla ni^grifions 
Trinotoperla zwicki 3 1 
Coleoptera 
Sclerocyphon sp, 2 
1 2 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
3 
2 
4 
2 
1 
4 
2 
2 
1 
6 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 1 
Trichoptera 
Limnephilidae 7 1 5 I3 1 9 H 11 
Glossosomatidc':e (larvae) 3 1 1 1 2 ^ 
(pupae) 3 1 
Leptoceridae sp2, 1 ^ ^ 
Rhyacophilidae sp2. 1 
Hydropsychidae spl. 1 
" sp2, 
Helicopsychidae 2 
1 1 
1 1 2 
2 1 1 
10 10 4 3 1 
4 2 
Diptera 
Chironomidae 
Tipulidae *+ " 
Culicidae 
Mollusca 
Potamopyrgus sp. 
106 
DATE 
Plecoptera 
Trinotoperla zvdoki 
Coleoptera 
Helminthidae 
Trichoptera 
Leptoceridae sp2, 
Glossosomatidae 
Limnephilidae 
Hydroptilidae sal, 
sp3, 
sp4. 
Calamatoceridae 
Rhyacophilidr.e sp2, 
Hydropsychidae spl. 
Ecnomidae 
SITZ 5c. 
6/3/77 
Riffle Pool 
1. 2. 3. 1. 2, 3. 
TAXA 
j,^ S CC X3. 
Ephemeroptera 
Atalophlebioides sol. 
Bp2. 
sp3. 
Baetis spl. 
sp2. 
Tasmanocoenis sn. 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
1 
3 r-i 
1 1 
1 
1 9 
1 2 1 1 1 1 
3 2 1 
1 3 
1 
30/5/77 
Riffle 
1. 2. 3. 
1 4 2 
4 5 10 
7 7 
5 3 3 
1 
2 1 
2 1 
1 1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Pcol 
1, 2. 3. 
1 2 
2 
5 3 
1 2 2 
Diptera 
Chironomidae 
Culicidae 
Muscidae 
Tipulidae 
Ceratopogonidae 
Crustacea 
Decapoda 
Paratya australiensis 
Oligochaeta 
Mollusca 
Potamopyrgus sp, 
Pettancylus sp. 
4 5 2 26 26 40 28 27 13 
1 1 1 
1 1 
1 2 1 
2 
18 20 26' 2 29 
1 2 
1 14 12 
1 2 
1 1 
SIT,:] 5c, 
DATE 
TAXA 
Insecta 
Ephemeroptera 
Atalophlebioides 
Baetis 
II 
II 
II 
spl. 
Pp2. 
spl. 
sp2. 
BP3. 
2/8/77 
Riffle 
1. 2. 3. 
2 
3 3 6 
1 1 15 
1 6 
2 9 1 
4. 
3 
5 
2 
5. 
3 
4 
6, 
3 
4 
1 
12/9/77 
Riffle 
1. 2. 3. 
5 2 
1 2 13 
2 2 3 
1 
4. 5. 6 
1 7 
6 33 24 
9 6 
1 
2 
Plecoptera 
Tasmanoperla larvalis 
Cardicporla nigrifrcns 
Riekoperla triloba 
1 1 
Coleoptera 
Sclerocyphon 
Helminthidae 
3p. 
1 3 
Trichoptera 
Limnephilidae 
Leptoceridae sp2, 
Calamatoceridae 
Hydroptilidae sp4, 
Philorheithridae sp2, 
Rhyacophilidce sp2. 
Hydropsychidae SD2, 
sp3. 
Phil opetajTd dae 
Ecnomidae 
3 
1 
1 2 6 
1 
8 
2 
1 
1 
1 13 1 
1 
3 11 
1 
1 
2 2 
1 2 
Diptera 
Chironomidae 
Culicidae 
Tipulidae 
7 45 80 4 AO 58 
1 1 1 
1 4 
Crustacea 
Decapoda 
Pa ra tya a u s t r a l i e n s i s 
Ol igochae ta 
1 1 1 
1 
4 
1 
Mollusca 
Fotaraopyrgus s p . 3 4 2 1 2 
